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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An ecosystem approach is a process framework endorsed by many researchers, planners, and managers to account for the interrelationships among land, air, water, and all living things, including hu
mans, and to involve all user groups in comprehensive management. Although most governments and
institutions in the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem have adopted an ecosystem approach at the conceptual level, considerable efforts are needed to operationalize an ecosystem approach at the practical,
working level of resource management.
In November 1994 a binational workshop was convened byUS. Environmental Protection Agency
and Environment Canada, in cooperation with the International Joint Commission and Wayne State
University (Detroit, Michigan), to identify practical steps that could be taken in a timely fashion to

implement an ecosystem approach at the practical, working level ofGreat Lakes management. For the

purposes of this report, practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach are de ned as those pragmatic actions that can be taken in the near term (3-5 years) which: account for economic, environmen
tal, and societal interrelationships; help achieve ecosystem-based goals and objectives; and achieve
win-win or at least win-no loss outcomes.

An ecosystem approach is not a new concept, however, its application in management is. An eco-

system approach is both a way of doing things and a way of thinking. Adopting an ecosystem approach means undertaking holistic planning, research, and management of the Great Lakes Basin. In
regulatory and resource management agencies, adopting an ecosystem approach has initiated a shi
from a narrow perspective of managing a single environmental medium (e.g. water, air) or a single
resource (e. g. sh, trees) to a broader perspective that focuses on managing human uses and abuses of
watersheds or bioregions, and that comprehensively addresses all environmental media and resources
within the context of a living system.
Historically, the dominant environmental management philosophy has been command and-control

regulation at the end ofthe pipe or stack. This approach has resulted in substantial reductions in pollutant

loadings and improvements in the environment over the last 20 years. However, as the cost of further
reductions in point source loadings increases, the relative importance of nonpoint source loadings in
creases, and the need for multi-media, comprehensive, environmental management increases, greater
emphasis is being placed on cooperative approaches to management which stress incentives and education. Proponents of this shift from a command-and-control, regulatory approach to a cooperative, ecosystem-based approach argue that, although regulatory activities are still important, education and
incentives are now more important in achieving further reductions in loadings and improvements in the
environment. For example, many people argue that a cooperative, multi-stakeholder approach to controlling further nonpoint source loadings, and to preserving and rehabilitating habitats, will be more effec-

tive in improving ecosystems than the historical, command-and-control approach to environmental

management. Education and cooperative learning are fundamental to the success of this cooperative,

ecosystem-based approach. The underlying assumption is that most people will change their behavior
and do the right thing if presented with convincing information in an appropriate educational context.

tniv v.-.
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The basic intent of ecosystem-based management is similar to place based and watershed management. What comprehensive watershed planning and management and ecosystem-based management
are trying to accomplish is to comprehensively address contaminant (e. g. point and nonpoint sources),
physical (e.g. ow augmentation, streambank stabilization), and biological (e.g. stocking/harvesting,
food web manipulation) management alternatives that will achieve locally-established, ecosystem goals
and objectives. Such site-speci c, ecosystem goals and objectives are established based on ecosystem
characteristics, public needs, and scienti c, regulatory, and resource management input.
Resource problems are in a sense not environmental problems, but human problems created under
a variety ofpolitical, social, and economic conditions. It is important to emphasize that implementing
an ecosystem approach is a process. An ecosystem-based process framework is based on adaptive
planning and management that recognizes the uncertainties and imperfect knowledge of the interrelationships and interdependencies of economy, society, and environment. Adaptive planning and management is an iterative decision making process based on trial, monitoring, and feedback. The
framework includes all stakeholder groups in de ning a vision and goals at the beginning of the planning process. This adaptive planning process emphasizes the need for leadership, commitment to a
long-term vision and goals, acceptance of a set of principles to guide the decision making process,
agreement on shared decision-making, and emphasis on continuous improvement. Human resource
development and education are essential components from beginning to end.
For governmental managers, another way of helping implement an ecosystem approach at the prac
tical, working level of Great Lakes management is to view the process as a set of key action steps.
Presented below is a set of process actions to help implement an ecosystem approach at the practical,
working level of environmental and resource management:
adopt the watershed/bioregion as primary unit for management;

-

develop a partnership agreement or other mechanism for cooperative, multi-stakeholder
management and ensure commitment of top leaders;

-

identify and empower an umbrella watershed organization for coordination;

-

develop a long-term vision (e.g. > 20 yr), goals, and quantitative indicators for the
desired future state of ecosystem that can be understood by all partners;

-

reach agreement on a set of principles to guide a multi-stakeholder, decision-making process;

°

ensure all watershed planning processes acknowledge vision, goals, indicators, and principles;

°

establish a geographical information system (GIS) and decision support system capability
within watershed organization;

°

compile data and information for input into GIS and ensure a strong commitment to research
and monitoring to understand the ecosystem and ll knowledge and data gaps;

-

set priorities that target major causes of ecosystem health risks, evaluate remedial and preventive
2
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°

options, implement preferred actions, and monitor effectiveness in an iterative fashion
(i.e. adaptive management);
0

ensure full costs and bene ts are assessed for each project in watershed;

°

consolidate capital budgets and pool resources to move high priority projects forward;

°

create the framework and conditions for private sector involvement and capitalize on its
enterprise, initiative, creativity, and capability for investment;

-

utilize market forces and economic incentives to achieve ecosystem objectives;

-

commit to public, biennial, state-of-the environment and economy reporting to measure and
celebrate ecosystem progress, and to measure stakeholder satisfaction; and

°

ensure a strong commitment to broad based, ecosystem education and human resource
development throughout process.

Such a list of process actions can help governmental managers guide local efforts to implement an
ecosystem approach or may serve as a starting point in developing a better approach.

Some people have argued that an ecosystem approach provides an excuse to consider everything
and solve nothing. Because the ecosystem approach calls for accounting for the interrelationships
among air, water, land, and all living things, and calls for integrating societal, economic, and environ
mental concerns, there may be a tendency to focus attention too broadly and not focus speci cally on
obvious, high priority, ecosystem problems. It must be remembered that an ecosystem approach is a
tool to help comprehensively and systematically address root causes of environmental problems. In
the Great Lakes remedial action plan (RAP) program, clarity of focus is being provided by the 14 use
impairments identi ed in Annex 2 of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. These 14 use impairments are being used to help reach agreement on problem de nition and reach agreement on quantitative targets or indicators for restoring uses. Such quantitative targets or indicators are being used to
drive the RAP process, help stakeholders and organizations pursue a common mission of restoring
uses, and help achieve greater accountability. Agreement on quantitative targets and indicators for
restoring uses also helps achieve a clear, practical focus for use of an ecosystem approach in the RAP
process, and helps establish measurable benchmarks to help maintain focus and measure progress.

Considerable emphasis is being placed on management of places. US. Environmental Protection
Agency refers to this as place-based environmental management. Critical success factors for placebased environmental management include:

°

°

government activities being driven by the issues faced by particular ecosystems and the economies founded upon them;

results measured in terms of restoration and protection of ecosystem integrity, which includes
_ the health of humans and other species;

-

-

use of an ecosystem approach which requires coordinated, integrated action by federal, state,
tly,
tribal, and local agencies, between government and private enterprises, and, most importan
between government and the people for whom services are being provided; and

availability of quality data and information on the resources to be protected for local empower
ment that moves communities to action.

em apSuch national emphasis will undoubtedly provide greater impetus to implement an ecosyst
proach within local watersheds and bioregions.
ent procEcosystem-based education will be critical to the success of ecosystem based managem
of cooperaesses. No one has all the answers. Everyone will be learning their way out. The process
on common
tive learning must ensure respect for different perspectives, while striving for agreement
nal proc
goals and actions. Like place-based environmental management , ecosystem-based educatio
bioregionalism.
esses must be founded on a sense of place that is linked to watershed concepts and
term
Within the process of implementing an ecosystem approach there is a need to initiate short
where
actions while undertaking long-term planning. Adaptive management describes this process
us impriorities are set, actions taken, and monitoring performed in an iterative fashion for continuo
ecosysan
of
ion
provement. This workshop attempted to synthesize knowledge of practical applicat
of full
tem approach at the working level of Great Lakes management. Although the process
opportunities
implementation of an ecosystem approach is a long-term endeavor, there are numerous
nt an
impleme
to
steps
to move forward with actions. A summary of selected examples of practical
comprehen
ecosystem approach is presented in the matrix table below. Such practical steps are not
ely to help
sive. The key point is that there are numerous practical steps that can be taken immediat
achieve ecosystem-based management.
nt
Although this report has attempted to compile and synthesize. some practical advice on impleme
continued
ing an ecosystem approach at the practical, working level of Great Lakes management,
em apemphasis should be placed on learning from different experiences in implementing an ecosyst
lakethe
and
RAPs
proach. The 43 locally-designed ecosystem approaches being used in Great Lakes
as laboratories for
speci c ecosystem approaches being used in lakewide management plans serve
other exampractical application of ecosystem approach theory. Cooperative learning from these and
approach in
em
ecosyst
an
of
ples is essential to realize the Canada-United States commitment to use
Lakes Basin
restoring and maintaining the physical, chemical, and biological integrity of the Great
Ecosystem.

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF PRACTICAL STEPS TO IMPLEMENT
AN ECOSYSTEM APPROACH IN GREAT LAKES MANAGEMENT
Practical

Sector

Land-Use Planning
Within a Watershed

Point Source

Pollution

Nonpoint Source
Pollution

Develop partnership
agreement for watershed

planning and management

Identify and empower an
"umbrella" watershed
organization for coordination

Perform internal full cost
accounting on all products,
processes, and services

Ensure multi-media
assessment of loadings and
impacts

Provide ecological
assessments to landowners for
protection and enhancement

Use ecological inventory to

of unique ecological features

Fisheries and
Wildlife

Ensure that sh stocking rates

Management

consideration of all trophic

are determined after
level interactions

Step (5)
Compile inventory of
ecosystem features and

incorporate into geographical

Develop policies and
ordinances to preserve and
enhance ecosystem features

information system for
decision-making

prioritize nonpoint source
control actions throughout the

watershed

Identify and protect critical

spawning and nursery areas

to achieve self-sustaining
populations

Establish multi-media

permitting for facilities

Incorporate Life Cycle

Assessment (LCA) into all
regulatory and incentive-

based initiatives to control
point sources

Develop whole farm plans to
reduce nonpoint source
pollution, enhance habitat,
maintain hydrology, and
enhance economic viability
Incorporate cumulative

(spatial and temporal) landuse effects into analysis and
decision-making for sh and
wildlife goals and targets

Develop and implement an
illicit connection program for
sewer systems in urban areas

When communicating sh
and wildlife management

needs to other sectors, ensure
that sh and wildlife are put

in the context of function

and requirements of the

system

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF PRACTICAL STEPS TO IMPLEMENT
AN ECOSYSTEM APPROACH IN GREAT LAKES MANAGEMENT
Practical

Sector

Habitat

Transportation

Economic

Development for
Sustainability

Step (5)
Ensure that all construction
and maintenance projects for
structures (e.g. breakwalls,
piers) address secondary
bene ts of incidental habitat

Incorporate habitat protection
into master, land-use, and

Seek permanent protection of
ecologically signi cant

watershed plans, zoning
ordinances, etc.

habitats by purchasing land,
establishing easements, etc.

Ensure democratic
transportation planning
processes with ecosystem
education component

Achieve greater multi-modal

balance within bioregions

coordination of transportation

Establish watershed as unit
for Visioning, planning, and
management for

Ensure full costs and bene ts
are assessed for each project
in watershed

Ensure best management plan

economic and non-economic
bene ts and costs for affected
parties

Governments should make
greater use of economic
instruments to achieve winwin solutions for
environment and economy

Ensure strategic development
of shared actions, with
appropriate communications,

Ensure adequate education

Use governmental outreach

environmentally-sustainable
economic development

Human Resource

Perform strategic analysis of

Development and
Education

audience

ecosystem messages and

evaluation, and follow-up

Establish citizen stewardship

program to help inventory
habitat and work with

landowners and agency

people to enhance habitat
Ensure bioregional
plans

manuals incorporate

and human resource
development on practical
application of an ecosystem
approach within governments

Utilize economic and market
incentives to ensure full cost
accounting in transportation
planning

programs to show how an
ecosystem approach can be
used to establish a
stewardship ethic among

stakeholders

INTRODUCTION

An ecosystem consists ofa community of different species (including humans) interacting with one
another and with the physical and chemical factors making up its nonliving environment. The interrelationships and interdependencies of the biotic and abiotic elements form a dynamic ecosystem whose
boundaries are operationally de ned within bioregions, watersheds, or catchments. An ecosystem
approach is a process framework endorsed by many researchers, planners, and managers to account
for the interrelationships among land, air, water, and all living things, including humans, and to
involve all user groups in comprehensive management (Hartig and Vallentyne 1989). Although most
governments and institutions in the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem have adopted an ecosystem
approach at the political and conceptual level, considerable efforts are needed to operationalize an
ecosystem approach at the practical, working level of resource management.
In November 1994 a binational workshop was convened by US. Environmental Protection Agency
and Environment Canada, in cooperation with the International Joint Commission and Wayne State
University (Detroit, Michigan), to identify practical steps that could be taken in a timely fashion to
implement an ecosystem approach at the practical, working level of Great Lakes management. This
report presents a summary of the conclusions and recommendations from the workshop. For the
purposes of this report, practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach are de ned as those pragmatic actions that can be taken in the near term (3-5 years) which: account for economic, environmen
tal, and societal interrelationships; help achieve ecosystem-based goals and objectives; and achieve

win-win or at least win-no loss outcomes. For example, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a proc

ess designed to: evaluate the environmental burdens associated with a product, process, or activity by
identifying and quantifying energy and materials used and wastes released to the environment; assess
the impact of those energy and material uses and releases to the environment; and identify and evaluate
opportunities to affect environmental improvements (SETAC 1993). Experience has shown that use
on LCA techniques results in both environmental improvements and economic bene ts for industries
and corporations (Richards and Forsch 1994).

THE CONCEPT or AN ECOSYSTEM APPROACH
In the Great Lakes Basin, the ecosystem approach received broad-based acceptance following inclusion in the 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. The purpose ofthe Agreement is to restore
and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the waters of the Great Lakes Basin
Ecosystem (United States and Canada 1987). An ecosystem approach is considered a model framework, and indeed a new way of doing business, to help achieve comprehensively and systematically
the goal of ecosystem integrity.

An ecosystem approach is generally viewed as the most recent in a succession of approaches to
managing human uses and abuses of natural resources (Vallentyne and Hamilton 1987). The traditional approach to environmental and resource management has been media-speci c and conducted in
a piecemeal fashion. The institutional responsibilities for management have beenfragmented so that
federal and state/provincial resource management agencies and other organizations are often at odds
and sometimes in direct con ict in their attempts to optimize that portion of resource management
assigned to them (Cairns 1988). Use of an ecosystem approach through enlightened self-interest in
environmental and resource management will help account for interrelationships among system compartments within ecosystem boundaries (Rees and Wackernagel 1993; Cairns 1988; Christie et al.

1986).

An ecosystem approach can be symbolized as a circle with three equal compartments representing

social, economic, and environmental interests (Hartig and Vallentyne 1989; Figure 1). Dashed lines

between the segments show that the inner circle (an ecosystem) and its parts are open to exchange of
information, energy, and matter with neighboring areas. The outer circle, representing the biosphere
(i.e. the relatively narrow band around the earth within which life is possible), is closed. The operating
principle ofan ecosystem approach is that no segment of the circle can be sacrificed and all are essential to maintain a functional and sustainable ecosystem. The limitations of ecosystems must also be
recognized based on their ability to maintain functional integrity and productivity (Rees and Wackernagel
1992).
Figure 1.

The ecosystem approach.

(Hartig and Valentine 1989)

The essence of an ecosystem approach is that it relates people to ecosystems that contain them,
rather than to environments with which they interact. Stated another way, an ecosystem approach
views social, economic, and environmental issues within the context of nature and relates political
systems to larger ecological systems that contain them, rather than as interacting entities among themselves (Table 1) (Vallentyne and Hamilton 1987). Criteria developed to assess when a set of measures
constitutes an ecosystem approach include: a focus on integrated knowledge; a perspective that relates
systems at different levels of integration; and actions that are ecological, anticipatory, and ethical in
respect to nature (Christie et a1. 1986; Lee et a1. 1982; Vallentyne and Hamilton 1987).
Table 1. Comparison of four approaches to resolving human-made ecosystem problems
(taken from Vallentyne and Hamilton 1987).
Approach

PFOblem
Transmission of disease

Egosystemic
Causes unknown

Piecemeal
Conduits, pills

Environmental
Curative

Ecosystemic
Preventive,

rehabilitative
Organic waste

Hold your nose

Discharge downstream

Reduce BOD

Energy recovery

Eutrophication

Mysterious causes

Discharge downstream

Phosphorus removal

Nutrient recycling

Acid rain

Unaware

Not yet a problem

Taller smokestacks

Recycle sulfur

Energy shortages

Hunt a scapegoat

Increase supply

Expand grid

Inverted rate schedules

Toxic chemicals

Unaware

Not yet a problem

Discharge permits

Design with nature

Greenhouse effect

Unaware

Not yet a problem

Skeptical analysis

Carbon recycling

Pests

Run for your life

Broad spectrum
insecticides

poisons

management

Selective degradable

Integrated pest

Traffic congestion

More roads

More superhighways

Staggered hours

Public transportation

Demotechnic growth

Unaware

Measure it

Zoned development

Conserver society

Attitude to nature

Indifferent

Dominate

Cost/benefit

Respect

View of future

Egocentric

Linear, predictable

Wary

Emergent, evolving

The concept of an ecosystem approach has had broad academic application in several disciplines
over the past 20 to 30 years. Slocombe (1993) highlights its use in the elds of human ecology,

cultural anthropology, psychology, and environmental planning. In its broad application, resource
problems are in a sense not environmental problems, but human-induced problems created by a variety
of political, social, and economic conditions.

The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement is one example of where the ecosystem approach has
been adopted. In Annex 2 of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement there is explicit reference to
use an ecosystem approach in environmental management planning. Annex 2 states:
Remedial action plans and lakewide management plans shall embody a systematic and
comprehensive ecosystem approach to restoring and protecting uses in Areas of Concern or
in open lake waters. . . The Parties, in cooperation with State and Provincial Governments,
shall ensure that the public is consulted in all actions undertaken pursuant to this Annex.

9

The Great Lakes Remedial Action Plan (RAP) Program has been described as an experiment in adaptive, environmental management where exible, locally-designed, ecosystem approaches are being
used to restore bene cial uses in the 43 Great Lakes Areas of Concern (Hartig and Vallentyne 1989).
Another good example of adoption and use of an ecosystem approach is the Strategic Vision of the
Great Lakes Fishery Commission (GLFC) for the Decade ofthe 19903. In this vision statement it states:
the Commission adopts and advocates an ecosystem approach to management and
research of Great Lakes shes.
The ecosystem approach is used in decision-making to account for system-level effects from the interactions of all ecosystem components (e.g. nutrients, primary production, forage sh, predatory sh,
habitat, chemical contaminants, climate, and human use). The GLFC considers the ecosystem approach well suited to address complex problems with extensive linkages such as introductions of
unwanted, non-native species, toxic chemicals in sh, and nonpoint sources of pollution.
There is no doubt that there is an immediate need and unique opportunity to de ne practical steps to
implement an ecosystem approach in order to achieve comprehensive management ofresources within
ecosystem boundaries, account for interrelationships, recognize interdependencies, and ensure
sustainability. Management of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem is evolving in response to an increased understanding ofhuman interactions and associated impacts with natural communities at various scales. Although there is general agreement on the need for use of an ecosystem approach,
considerable efforts are needed to ensure its practical application. This report is an attempt to learn
from the diversity of site-speci c, ecosystem approaches that are being developed by Great Lakes
institutions and to recommend simple, pragmatic steps that can be taken to implement an ecosystem
approach at the practical, working level of Great Lakes management. Such learning from practical
experience should help put an ecosystem approach into broader practice.

A PROCESS T0 lMPlEMENT AN ECOSYSTEM APPROACH
There is no single best approach to implement an ecosystem approach in Great Lakes management

as each de ned ecosystem involves a different set of environmental conditions, stakeholders, legisla-

tive frameworks, etc.. Figure 2 presents one process framework to implement an ecosystem approach
that is guided by eight criteria. The criteria include: stakeholder involvement; leadership; information
and interpretation; action planning within a strategic framework; human resource development; results and indicators; review and feedback; and stakeholder satisfaction (Hartig et al. 1994a). The
process framework is based upon adaptive, environmental planning and management that recognizes
the uncertainties and imperfect knowledge ofan ecosystem (National Research Council 1992). Adaptive, environmental planning and management is an iterative learning process that integrates the environment with economic and social understanding, and helps reduce uncertainty in management decisions
by using information gained from past experiences to reassess priorities for future actions (Holling
1978). It strives for continuous improvement through an iterative decision-making process based on
trial, monitoring, and feedback.
10

Figure 2.

A model process framework to implement an ecosystem approach.
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An ecosystem approach necessitates the involvement of resource managers, but also other
stakeholders who are customers and suppliers of remedial and preventive actions. Stakeholders must
be involved at the beginning of a planning process to de ne a common vision. This encourages
empowerment and local ownership of the process. Ideally, top leaders should be committed to a
consensus-based process. Their commitment to a common vision and values should be re ected in the
planning process, including allocation of resources to meet the plan s needs. For greatest effective
ness, leaders should emerge from stakeholder groups and work in a cooperative manner. Consensusbuilding among all stakeholders is facilitated by agreement on information needs for decision-making
and data interpretation. This might also include de ning education needs for stakeholders to develop
a common understanding of problems, causes, and sources. Action planning within a strategic framework emphasizes continuous improvement by identifying both short and long-term priorities to help
ensure progress and build a record of success. Adequate assessment, research, and monitoring are

essential to the process of adaptive, environmental planning and management, and in the end have

proven to save money for both the public and private sectors (Zarull 1994).

In Figure 2, human resource development is shown to be integrated throughout the process to reinforce the need for cooperative learning among all the stakeholders. In such a strategic framework,
planning and implementation proceed simultaneously (i.e. actions can be taken before plans are fully
complete). Results are evaluated against milestones and benchmarks to measure progress. Improve
ments in the process are made to help ensure the desired outcome is achieved within established timelines.
Frequent and rigorous review and feedback are necessary to ensure the process stays on track and
midcourse corrections are made where necessary. Stakeholder satisfaction is also measured. Such a
process, if followed, is one possible way to help move resource management from ecosystem theory to

practlce.

WORKSHOP DESIGN AND FORMAT
Over seventy people participated in the workshop, representing a broad range of disciplines and

practical management experiences (see Appendix 1 for list ofparticipants). The workshop began with

plenary presentations on the need to operationalize an ecosystem approach in regulatory and resource
management programs and two case studies on practical application (i.e. Fox River/Green Bay, Wisconsin and Don River, Toronto, Ontario). Eight facilitated breakout sessions were then used to identify practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach at a working level in Great Lakes management,
responsibilities, potential obstacles and challenges, and recommendations to overcome obstacles and
address challenges. Each breakout session addressed a different sector with responsibility for ecosys-

tem-based management. The eight sectors and corresponding breakout sessions were: land use plan-

ning within a watershed; point source pollution; nonpoint source pollution; transportation; sheries
and wildlife management; habitat management; economic development for sustainability; and human
resource development and education. Identifying practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach
is an on-going process which is identi ed under action planning within a strategic framework in
Figure 2. Presented below are the recommended practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach
for each of the eight sectors in the workshop.
12

Land Use Planning within a Watershed
Watersheds are ecosystems composed of a mosaic of land-uses connected by a network ofstreams
(The Paci c Rivers Council 1993). The types and forms of land-use and development have adversely
affected the quality and quantity of air, land, and water resources within a watershed. Traditional
management practices, however, have treated each resource as a distinct entity. Through separate
legislation, regulations, and government bodies, the ability of local government to participate in eco
system-based management of the watershed has been limited due to restricted geographical scope and
prescribed regulatory responsibilities (Cox 1989).
Breakout session participants emphasized the need to View land-use planning as a process that
coordinates and disseminates information, and promotes multi-stakeholder, consensus-building on shared
interests. This envisioned process is based upon bottom-up decision-making that is guided by the
leadership of a watershed-based organization (e.g. Conservation Authorities in Ontario, Watershed
Councils in the States), in partnership with local planning agencies, regulatory agencies, and resource
management agencies. Participants recommended the following overall goal to help ensure land-use
planning encompasses an ecosystem approach: to streamline and better coordinate land-use planning
decisions, from plan development to plan approval, relevant to watershed issues on a watershed

basis.

The development of a plan is an essential element of watershed planning that can occur at four
scales: the watershed (catchment or river basin); subwatershed; the municipal jurisdiction; and site
level (where developers and landowners produce site-speci c development plans). The catchment or
river basin is the preferred and most comprehensive scale. Primary obstacles include: institutional
fragmentation; lack of adequate funding; lack of cooperation for watershed planning; and lack of
watershed-wide, resource inventories.
The practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in land-use planning presented in Table 2
represent process actions that can be taken to address these obstacles in a systematic fashion. Roles
and responsibilities need to be to be clearly de ned at each scale of planning to help overcome obstacles. The practical steps presented in Table 2 can be implemented in the following step-wise fashion to
help facilitate the transition to ecosystem-based, land-use planning and management:
-

develop a Memorandum of Understanding, partnership agreement, or other mechanism to recognize the watershed as the primary unit for planning and to generate cooperation amongst local
planning organizations and other stakeholders, speci cally developers and land owners, to
pursue watershed planning and management;

-

designate an umbrella watershed organization (e.g. Watershed Council, Conservation Author

°

ity) to help inventory and incorporate essential information on ecosystem features into a planning process database using a geographical information system, and to act as an information
clearinghouse to disseminate information to watershed communities (if data gaps exist, surveys
or investigations should be performed prior to approval for development);
identify constraint areas and give priority to issues from an ecosystem perspective, based on the
inventory, in order to indicate where development is and is not appropriate;
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Table 2. A summary of recommendations on practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in the area of land-use planning
within a watershed.
PRACTICAL STEP
TO IMPLEMENT AN
ECOSYSTEM APPROACH
Develop a Memorandum of
Understanding, partnership
agreement, or other mechanism to
recognize the watershed as the

primary unit for planning and to

generate cooperation amongst local
planning organizations to pursue
watershed planning and management
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Inventory and incorporate essential
information on ecosystem features

(e.g. terrestrial and aquatic

resources, areas of natural
signi cance, valley and stream

corridors, groundwater, etc.) into
planning documents (i.e. map the
information using a geographical
information system)

RESPONSIBILITY

Local municipal
planning agencies,
watershed
organizations, or
Conservation
Authorities in Ontario,
with stakeholders
serving as local
"champions"
State and Provincial
resource management
agencies; conservation

authorities; utility
commissions; local
municipalities; local
experts

OBSTACLES
AND
CHALLENGES
lnteragency mistrust; historical

jurisdictional con icts; human and
nancial resource constraints; self

interest (What am I getting out of
it?); lack of knowledge of bene ts;

RECOMMENDATIONS TO
OVERCOME OBSTACLES
AND MEET CHALLENGES
Need to take "leap of faith"; start with a

"clean slate" (don t point ngers);

nd

common ground (de ne common interests at
the rst dialogue); select effective neutral
coordinator; demonstrate regional bene ts and

determining who are the
"signi cant" stakeholders; prevailing
attitude that government is better;
concern that another layer of
bureaucracy will cause delays

how this has worked in the past; nd path of

Budget constraints; staff time to
collect/compile information; lack of
coordination; ownership of
information; need to address
interagency "purchasing" of
information

Generate list of data gaps for developers and
government to ll; ensure inter and

least resistance" and share success stories;
ensure inclusive planning process

intradepartmental cooperation facilitated by

pre-consultation meetings for data needs;

share staff; prioritize data gathering at higher
legislative levels to get into budget items;
establish partnerships; pursue acquisition

grants

Following mapping of unique
ecosystem features within the
watershed, identify constraint areas
from an environmental and servicing
perspective (e.g. sewer lines, high
erosion sites, wetlands) in order to

Planners; public;
developers; specialists;
Conservation
Authorities; Watershed
Councils

Limited resources; perception of
"low priority"; need to get everyone
involved and get their input

Watershed "umbrella
organization" (to
develop model by-law
or policy);
municipalities or
townships (to help with
practical application)

Policies are often too broad; "loop
holes" in policies and ordinances;

Establish techniques for

Planners; developers

address types and forms of

other experts to assess

social and economic

Hesitation to accept innovation;
liability and perceived risk in trying
something new; technical know-how
and limitations of current

techniques

converted"; need to reach other
stakeholders

Communicate clearly that doing this will help

clarify expectations (a "level playing eld of
knowledge") and help municipalities focus

their efforts, minimize time delays and costs,
and protect key components of the watershed;
ensure inclusive planning processes

indicate where development is and
is not appropriate

Develop policies and establish
zoning ordinances, as needed, to

preserve and rehabilitate key

ecosystem features within the
watershed (e.g. minimize runoff
during construction, stop oodplain
encroahment, limit impervious
surface area development, establish

perceived risk of new techniques;

concern that policies often exceed

technological capabilities; potential

Implement guidelines to bridge the gap

between what you want addressed and how
you want it addressed; use educationto dispel
myths; perform research and invest in new
and innovative techniques

liability to municipalities (e.g.
stormwater retention ponds, fencing)

grading limitations)
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implementation of policies that

development (e.g. incentive-driven

site layout and design, maximum

density allowances, municipal
environmental evaluation reporting,

state-of-the-environment reporting)

for implementation;
considerations in
developing these

knowledge; "preaching to the

Share success stories; encourage experienced
ecosystem based planners to work with less

experienced ones; ensure adequate public
education and information to get support for

pursuing innovations; assess and communicate

clearly economic and other bene ts; market
techniques to sell "environmentally- iendly"
development

-

develop policies and establish zoning ordinances/by-laws, as needed, to protect and rehabilitate
key ecosystem features through planning activities and the development process (e. g.
stonnwater management issues must be addressed at the beginning of the process to ensure
delivery of quantity and quality of water to receiving waters); and

0

establish alternative and innovative planning methods and techniques (e. g. encouraging cluster
development, applying bonusing to protect signi cant ecosystem features, using environmental evaluation reports to assess how to best integrate development with ecosystem features, and
providing site-speci c design and development guidelines) to implement ecosystem-based
policies.

Public participation, outreach, and education are essential to build support for effective, ecosystem
based planning on a watershed scale. Human resource development must be integrated throughout the
process to ensure that sufficient cooperation and partnerships are developed (Figure 2). Review and
feedback are also necessary to ensure progress, allow for mid-course corrections, and foster continuous learning.
The legislative differences between the United States and Canada with regard to land-use planning
responsibilities and resource management were recognized by the breakout session participants as
limiting the cross fertilization of ideas and implementation of some practical steps. However, these
differences should not preclude planning organizations from moving forward and encompassing watershed planning. There is a need to empower watershed umbrella organizations in the United States
and recognize the in uential role Conservation Authorities can play in Ontario.
Breakout session participants emphasized the need to get on with the job of watershed planning
and management. A pragmatic approach may be to start small (i.e. subwatershed level), using the path

of least resistance. Resources must be pooled and practical, pilot-scale projects must be moved for-

ward. As the successes of these projects are recognized, they should be communicated broadly to
other watershed communities. One example ofa practical project is developing and maintaining con
tinuous green space within designated areas of a region that provides habitat to enhance biodiversity.
In Ontario, agreements between a municipality and the developer can be reached to use the 5% parkland conveyance (or cash in lieu) in the 1990 BlamingAct towards purchasing or maintaining desig
nated areas in the local community, rather than creating spaces left over after development or isolated
islands of green space. An assessment of the needs of indigenous wildlife should be made to ensure
the type and spatial needs are adequate. Another alternative would be to use abandoned or defunct
railway or hydro rights-of-way to link areas of green space throughout the watershed. Local communities can work with utility commissions/authorities in site planning and management. Once success has been achieved, that positive experience can serve as the building block to further successes.

Land-use planning within a watershed is one approach to implement sustainable development principles in newly developing areas and retro tting existing development. As land-use planning is a
locally-driven process, guiding principles that re ect an ecosystem approach to planning and sustainable urban development are needed to ensure consistency throughout the watershed. Wherever possible, greater emphasis should be placed on sharing success stories throughout the Great Lakes Basin
Ecosystem in order to catalyze other processes.
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Point Source Pollution

Historically, point source pollution has been managed from a command-and-control perspective
using end-of pipe or stack technologies. This approach has resulted in substantial reductions in pollutant loadings over the past 20 years. In the future, reductions in point source pollutant loadings will
undoubtedly be more dif cult and costly, and require a change in approach to include pollution prevention, multi-media strategies, and increased use of auditing and market-based incentives.
In general, the current method for controlling point source pollution is a fractured system with its
roots in media-speci c legislation. A plethora of command~and-control regulations is forced on the
regulated community that does not always factor in the assimilative capacity of the environment surrounding each facility, or the bioregion. Insuf cient consideration is given to the long term impact of

new products and services. Efforts to foster pollution prevention are underway in industry and the
private sector, but considerably more can be done to achieve broad-based implementation.

An ecosystem approach balances concern for the environment, human health, and the interrelationships among stakeholders, including industry. Management strategy changes are necessary in order to
add balance to our current regulatory framework. Stronger efforts need to be made to institute pollution prevention and product stewardship. Quantifying intangible factors (6. g. liability and employee
safety) into dollar values would aid business people in making pollution prevention decisions. Sources
of persistent, bioaccumulative, toxic substances should be managed as closed loop systems. Assessments should be made that take into account all media loadings, pathways, and impaired usage of the
environment.
Breakout session participants identi ed the following seven practical steps that could be taken in
the short-term to implement an ecosystem approach in the area of point source pollution:
-

internal full cost accounting;
toxic pollutant reduction plans;
Life Cycle Assessment;
multi-media assessment;

multi-media permitting;
enhancement of existing regulatory systems; and

technical assistance and information sharing.
Table 3 presents a summary of these recommended practical steps for point source pollution, responsibili
ties, potential obstacles/challenges, and recommendations for overcoming obstacles and addressing

challenges. Implementation of each of these practical steps would result in a win-win scenario. Indus-

tries would pro t by a streamlined permitting process and uni ed regulations. The public would bene t

in decreased impairment ofuses ofthe ecosystem and less risk to human health from hazardous materials.
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Table 3. A summary of recommendations on practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in the area of point source pollution
control.

PRACTICAL STEP
0 IMPLEMENT AN
ECOSYSTEM APPROACH
Perform internal full cost

accounting (i.e. assess full costs
of tangibles like raw material
losses and product quality

improvement, and of intangibles

like customer satisfaction and
employee safety, to help make

informed decisions and help
foster pollution prevention)

RESPONSIBILITY

OBSTACLES
AND
CHALLENGES

RECOMMENDATIONS TO OVERCOME
OBSTACLES AND MEET CHALLENGES

Financial community should
set internal full cost
accounting standards;
government agencies should
form partnerships with
industry to help develop new
accounting practices and

Voluntary acceptance by
industry; fear of change
and concern for
con dentiality;
government s concern
that this approach does
not conform to current
command-and-control
management strategies

Establish standards for internal cost accounting;
augment existing pollution prevention rewards (give an
image and marketing dollar value of the award with its

Concern for level
playing field; ensuring

Priority should beplaced on linking individual facility
plans to existing, basin-wide and lakewide strategies

monitor effectiveness;

industry is responsible for

presentation); form govemment-industry partnerships;
establish an industry-produced newsletter

implementation after

standards are set
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Develop and implement toxic

pollutant reduction plans to

reduce, if not eliminate, potential
sources of persistent,
bioaccumulative, toxic substances
that have beenidentified in
ongoing programs such as
lakewide management plans
(LAMPS) and remedial action
plans (RAPS)

Facility owners (public and
private); government
(encourage or require plans,
provide guidance or approval
for plans); consultants

(provide independent opinion
and expertise)

plans turn into actions;
convincing small
businesses to take action

and objectives; greater emphasis should be placed on
moving forward with a voluntary/partnership approach,
then evaluating the need for mandatory requirements;
when considering mandatory requirements, such as a

phase-out of PCB containing equipment, regulatory
agencies should conduct a Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) of the proposed regulation to estimate costs and
identify previously unforeseen effects of the regulation
prior to its promulgation

Incorporate LCA techniques (i.e.
analysis of a product s life cycle,
including the "cradle-to grave"

economic and environmental
impact of a product, process, or
service) into all regulatory and

incentive-based initiatives to

Product manufacturers

perform assessments;

insurance industry, academic

institutions, and government

Cost; affordability for
small manufacturers;
information on product
pathways

cooperate to set standards,
inclusive of liability and fate

Amend existing statutes (Toxic Substances Control Act;
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act; and the

Canadian Environmental Protection Act) to require

LCA for selected products, inputs, and processes;
establish an information clearing house; consult with

industry on timing of implementation; inform public
with descriptive labeling (proceed with demonstration
projects - autos, packaging); provide an example by

control point source pollution

examining the "cradle-to-grave" costs and impact on
society of these proposed regulatory modi cations

Perform comprehensive
assessments of bioregional
pollutant loadings and impacts as

a basis for multi-media

permitting of point sources;

emphasis should be placed on
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watersheds or bioregions as the
primary unit for assessment, with
additional consideration of a

vertical dimension (including
geological strata and the

Government agencies should
coordinate cross-media
assessments and
communicate information to

the public; industry should
participate and contribute to
joint monitoring activities
(e.g. Lambton Industrial
Society)

atmosphere)

Issue multi-media discharge
permits to facilities in the context
of watershed or bioregion impact
assessment and defined impaired
uses; this should be accomplished
as ajoint govemment-industry
process, fostered by cooperative

agreements

Government agencies

Cost; technical
constraints (data

interpretation,

monitoring methods,
quality assurance); data

gaps (e.g. air deposition)
that lead to uncertainty;
dif culty in
communicating
information to the
public

(state/provincial and federal

Technical and
administrative

form partnerships to compile

con dential information;

permitting authorities must
data, as well as evaluate it

and set discharge criteria);

the public must be consulted
throughout the planning
process; LAMPS; RAPs

Establish cost-sharing arrangements; apply existing
objectives (e.g. RAPs and LAMPs) to assessments;
assemble multi-media assessment teams; tie
assessments to lakewide/lake basin planning, as well as
land-use planning within a watershed; use clear data
presentation techniques (visual aids)

complexity; exchange of

a paradigm shift for

agencies and industry;

fractured framework for

achieving compliance
(renewal timesand fees,
penalties, compliance
deadlines)

Multi-media permitting will require long-term
coordination of federal laws/regulations with
state/provincial statutes; prior to forming teams,
information should beevaluated from other efforts in
this area, most notably the multi-media
permitting/assessment pilot project in New Jersey;
industry team representatives should be selected from

industries with substantial loadings as de ned by Toxic
Release Inventory and National Pollution Reduction
Inventory data; industrial representatives from plants

currently participating in the New Jersey project should
assist in the team formation transition period

Enhance existing regulatory

Government (initiate and

into two categories:

regulatory process, as well
as demonstration of bene ts
from the new process);

systems to work towards multimedia and pollution prevention
goals; these enhancements fall
behavioral/interpretive (e.g. direct

contribution to cleanup activities
as opposed to nes) and written
regulatory change

facilitate change); industry
(assist in streamlining the

Institutional inertia and
in exibility;
incompatibilities in
regulatory requirements

Start with behavioral modi cations in enforcing
existing regulations, with an emphasis on supporting
end goals (e.g. using community services - as opposed

to or in addition to nes - like public education, habitat

the regulatory process and

rehabilitation, environmental monitoring); form
partnerships for monitoring, technology demonstration,
and ecosystem research; build these partnerships into
regulatory teams that proceed with pilot projects; use

governmental permit writers

selected regulations; encourage public comment and

public (be knowledgeable on

and other legal
challenges

provide feedback);

data from pilot projects to add innovative provisions to

(taking MP5 and LAMPS

feedback

into account)

Facilitate and expand the
exchange of technical information

and provide technical assistance
on pollution prevention and
multi-media assessment

Municipalities (facilitate
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through industrial
pretreatment programs);
government (pollution
prevention training,
recognition and awards like
Baldridge Award for Total
Quality Management);
industry (show leadership

and set pollution prevention
performance standards);

Great Lakes Pollution

Prevention Centre in Samia,

Ontario (information sharing
and training)

Confidentiality of
information; cost to
government and others;

cost of transferring

information to small
businesses; possible

inhibition of

development of new
technological
applications

Create more state/provincial and local awards
programs; incorporate technical assistance with

enforcement actions; have government and industry set

vendor pollution prevention standards in procurement
speci cations; target industrial groups for collective
efforts; create agency trouble-shooting teams

A binational policy statement needs to be developed supporting these goals before teams can be assembled and pilot projects started. As a priority, point sources should establish explicitly long term goals of
zero dischargeand virtual elimination for persistent toxic substances, and establish assimilative
capacities for nonpersistent toxic substances. Frameworks such as Total Quality Environmental Management and Industrial Ecology should be used to comprehensively and systematically achieve such goals.
This will help encourage pollution prevention and allow it to be seen as an investment that increases
pro ts and productivity, as opposed to being just an investment to help the environment.

Nonpoint Source Pollution
Nonpoint source pollution impacts signi cantly the health of ecosystems. However, compared with
point source pollution, there has been less focus on reducing pollutant loadings from diffuse sources
such as urban and agricultural runoff and air emissions (Ryding 1992). Controlling nonpoint source
pollution must be approached in a holistic and comprehensive manner to make signi cant gains in
reducing loadings and ecosystem impacts. In addition, there is a need to identify the critical steps in
nonpoint pollution management and make them visible and understandable to a broad range of
stakeholders and partners.
Breakout session participants focussed primarily on nonpoint source pollution associated with the
land-water interface. Participants initially agreed to the following nonpoint source goal:

to provide and protect adequate natural buffering and ltering on riparian lands in order to

trap nonpoint source pollutants, preserve habitat, and maintain stream hydrology.

In order to meet this goal, breakout session participants identi ed a number of practical steps to help
implement an ecosystem approach in the area of nonpoint source pollution. Nonpoint source practical

steps, responsibilities, potential obstacles/challenges, and recommendations to overcome obstacles
and address challenges are presented in Table 4.

An essential step in the process is to adopt the watershed or catchment as the primary unit for
planning and management (Table 4). Watershed management attempts to take a comprehensive View
of physical, chemical, and biological components necessary to achieve locally-based water use goals.
Site-speci c goals and uses are established based on water body characteristics and public, scienti c,

and regulatory input. There are efforts underway amongst federal, state, provincial, and local natural

resource management agencies to align programs on a watershed basis. These efforts toward comprehensive watershed planning and management can be the foundation upon which to implement the
other practical steps identified in Table 4. Strong partnerships will be needed to ensure the communi
cation, coordination, and cooperation necessary to achieve an ecosystem approach. Greater use of
economic and technical assistance incentives will also be needed.
The importance of atmospheric nonpoint source pollution was also recognized, however, time at the
workshop did not permit in-depth discussion. One example ofa practical step to implement an ecosys-

tem approach in the area of atmospheric nonpoint source pollution might be to adopt the bubble concept
for air quality regulations as a cost effective means for achieving target load reductions. In this system,

transferable pollution rights encourage those having the best knowledge and practical means of
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Table 4. A summary of recommendations on practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in the area of nonpoint source
pollution control.

PRACTICAL STEP
TO IMPLEMENT
AN ECOSYSTEM
APPROACH

RESPONSIBILITY

Adopt watershed or
catchment as primary

All levels of

government

unit for management
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Develop site-speci c,
non-regulatory,
ecological assessments
for landowners to

identify unique

ecological characteristics
and mechanisms for
protection and
enhancement

Local land
conservancy, in

cooperation with
landowners; Soil

Conservation Services;
Agricultural Extension
Services; Conservation

Authorities

OBSTACLES
AND
CHALLENGES

RECOMMENDATIONS TO OVERCOME
OBSTACLES
AND MEET CHALLENGES

Political boundaries; lack
of understanding of
hydrological systems and
human alterations; lack
of human and nancial
resources for watershed
coordination

Develop watershed agreement (e.g. common vision, objectives,

Consistent funding;

Using successful "champion" peer landowner who has received
added value to their property to help sell the program to other
landowners; ensuring exibility in plan development and
implementation; Land Trusts raise money to protect critical areas;
governments provide tax incentives or additional funds to ensure

meaningful and long-

term participation

indicators, strategies, commitments); fund watershed coordinator;

utilize volunteer monitoring; encourage storm drain stencilling and
other outreach projects

priority is given to protection of critical, high-value areas; use

special assessments or purchase development rights to protect
critical areas; establish donation programs where unique lands can

be donated to a conservancy for protection; ensure broad-based
education of economic and ecological bene ts; encouraging farmers

to donate development rights to ensure conservation of open space
for future generations

Utilize a watershed
inventory of critical
high quality ecological

All levels of
government

areas to prioritize
regulatory nonpoint

often focussed on narrow

protect and enhance

planning, emphasizing

secondary impacts of
nonpoint source
poHu on
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Develop whole farm
plans for each
landowner in the
watershed to: provide
adequate buffering and
ltering capacity to trap
nonpoint source
pollutants, preserve
habitat and ecology,
maintain stream
hydrology, and enhance
economic viability
(primary emphasis on
economics)

States/Provinces should de ne what quali es as high quality
ecological areas and corridors; local units of government should
designate high quality ecological areas and corridors; sewer service
areas should not be extended into high quality ecological areas or
through corridors; quantify environmental, ecological, and

economic bene ts of all projects

mandates); concern for
future economic viability
of farms

critical areas and
connect them via
corridors

planning with watershed

quality ecological areas
and corridors (because
agency priorities are

source control actions to

Link water
infrastructure system

Low priority for
protection of high

U.S. Drain
Commissioners;

municipal authorities in
Canada; agencies

No mandate; multiple

jurisdictions

Clear responsibility and authority for coordinated planning;
adequate resources for coordinated planning

responsible for Of cial
Plans in Canada and
Master Plans in US.
US. Department of
Agriculture - Soil
Conservation Service;

Cooperative Extension
Service; Soil and Water
Conservation Districts;

Conservation
Authorities

Consistent funding;
meaningful and long-

term participation;
bureaucratic turf barriers

Quantify economic and ecological bene ts from implementing
whole farm plans; use successful "champion" peer farmer who has
received added value to his/her property to help sell the program to
other farmers; ensuring exibility in plan development and
implementation; ensure broad-based team approach to plan
development which encourages partnerships and builds local
capacity

Establish site-speci c
strategies, which place

Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture and Food;

ecological and economic

Conservation
Authorities; US.

pesticide inputs

Agriculture - Soil
Conservation Service;

priority on long-term
bene ts, to reduce
nonpoint source

Department of

Limited extent of
government programs;
private sector view of

Establish quantitative target for reduction in pesticide use (e.g.

limited education

Ontario s 50% reduction target) to help elevate the priority; ensure
that all farm plans include a commitment for reduction in pesticide
use; implement "Pesticide Amnesty"/"Clean Sweep" Programs;
increase private sector delivery of technical assistance programs;
quantify long-term economic and ecological bene ts achieved on
demonstration farms (e.g. farms using integrated pest management)
and communicate broadly throughout farming community

Adequacy of habitat
inventory and loadings
data base; limited
knowledge of system

Place priority on quantifying nonpoint source loadings, ecological
impacts, and mapping and modelling system dynamics; develop
regulations which call for no net change in runoff volume or rate;
limit impervious areas in newly developing urban areas to < 40%

incentives; political

and habitat preservation and enhancement; provide greater nancial
incentives for programs which achieve both urban stormwater

sales loss; low priority;

Cooperative Extension
Services; Soil and
Water Conservation
Districts

Implement a system of

incentives and local
ordinances, with strong

enforcement capabilities,
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to address urban
stormwater management
(emphasis should be
placed on maximizing
both riparian habitat
protection and nonpoint
source controls)

All levels of

government

dynamics; insuf cient
regulatory tools and

boundaries

of watershed; develop local ordinances which address stormwater
management and habitat protection and enhancement; greater

emphasis on education of municipal managers, regulated
community, and developers; quantify ecological and economic
bene ts of projects which simultaneously achieve urban stormwater

control and habitat protection and enhancement (disseminate this
information broadly)

Develop and implement
illicit connection (crossconnection) programs
for urban areas to
eliminate connections
from industries and

commercial facilities to

public storm sewer
systems (these are
designed to help
communities bring older
buildings up to code, to
encourage safe handling
and disposal of
hazardous materials, and
to control contaminants
at their source)
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In urban areas, connect
government decision-

makers to the resource
by providing them with

first-hand experiences
on problems, potentials,
projects, and bene ts

County and city health

departments, and city
engineering

departments, in

cooperation with other
local, state, and
provincial agencies
responsible for
nonpoint source

Inconsistent nancial
support; inconsistent
compliance and
enforcement; insufficient
education of inspectors
and business owners

pollution

Watershed councils;
resource conservation
districts

Initial nancing should come from state, provincial, and federal
funding programs; long-term funding could be possible through
charges to individual owners as a fee or charges to drainage

districts as part of sewer maintenance fees

Adequate enforcement and compliance could be achieved by
networking with responsible agencies and/or appealing to owners
for voluntary compliance
Education could be enhanced by working in partnership with
nongovernmental and governmental organizations on production
and distribution of materials, and sponsoring technical training
sessions

Single issue perspectives

of government programs;

lack of mandate; attitude
of "we have always done
it this way"

Educate and inform decision-makers of: successes, cost of not
acting, bad examples, savings through preventive programs, etc.;
utilize state of-the-watershed events or other events/workshops to
foster education, stewardship, and enlightened self-interest

reducing pollution sources to do so, trading this savings in mass emissions for pro t to those with lesser
technology or means. Transfer of pollution rights should be set differently for various types ofpollutants
(Ryding 1992). Care must be taken to ensure those industries with emissions below the required standard
do not trade or sell the difference to another facility that does not meet the standard, even though the
average mass emission between the two facilities meets the air quality standards.

Transportation

The goal of transportation management is to meet the needs of all community members for afford

able mobility (or accessibility) and a clean environment. Overdependence on automobiles as the
predominant mode of transportation, continually fueled by sprawling development patterns, poses a
major threat to the sustainability of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem. Currently, transportation de
mand often exceeds the supply oftransportation facilities and services as trips per capita and distances
travelled have increased between home, workplace, and non-work destinations. To apply an ecosystem approach, transportation systems, urban form, land uses, and human activities need to be consid
ered as an integrated whole, rather than separate functions.
Breakout session participants felt that there are many problems facing the transportation sector.
Major problems include:
°

lack of transportation options (i.e. limited transportation modes) which the current system provides;

-

congestion;

°

expansion and urban Sprawl;

°

oversubsidization of the automobile, fuel, roads, etc. and de cit nancing;

-

threat to national security which comes from overdependence on a limited resource (i.e. oil);

°

conspicuous consumption and its expansion into recreational activities;

-

pollution;

-

loss of community and the human scale of everyday life;

°

public misperceptions (e.g. the key problem is the culture of dependence on the automobile,
rather than not enough parking and safety, etc.);

-

lack of comprehensive planning;

4

economic dependence on the automobile (both national and individual);

°

distortions in social equity (disadvantaged communities less served by transportation infrastructure, children can t drive, elderly don t want to drive or may not be able to drive); and

-

politics and pork barrel projects versus good planning.
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In general, breakout session participants felt that society is being impacted by the effects of poor and/
or unduly narrow planning. What has resulted is a transportation system almost totally dependent on
the automobile, a loss of community and human scale development, distortions in social equity, and a
public perception that nothing is wrong. Historically, transportation planning has been skewed bythe
clout of land-use developers, highway department personnel, and the major automobile companies.
Growth and urban sprawl is currently driving, and is being driven by, transportation development.
The solutions to such transportation problems will not be simple. In general, breakout session
participants agreed that there is a need to provide options for what transportation modes and practices
are available and better planning to design improved transportation systems. For example, options as
alternatives to the automobile include a balanced intermodal mix of: walking, biking, public transit,
aviation, and trucks/freight. Other important solutions include technological advances, transportation
demand management, transportation supply management, good land-use planning, legislation, and
education.
From an educational perspective, there is a need to sensitize the next generation of transportation
engineers and planners on their important role in designing environmentally-sustainable transportation projects. Transportation engineers and planners have historically been responsible for meeting
demands of safety and cost effectiveness, but notenvironmental sustainability. Transportation engineers and planners need to change transportation trends, not accommodate them. To change transportation trends will also require transportation engineers to work with developers and land-use planners
in a truly integrated fashion.
Dramatic changes in transportation patterns and practices are not likely in the short-term. Even
slowing down some of the current transportation trends will be dif cult. Improved public awareness
oftransportation environment problems will be an important and signi cant step. However, breakout
session participants identi ed a number ofpractical steps to help implement an ecosystem approach in
the transportation sector, responsibilities, potential obstacles/challenges, and recommendations for
overcoming obstacles and addressing challenges (Table 5). These practical steps represent a range of
actions from strategic efforts to help ensure a comprehensive and systematic approach to short-term
pragmatic actions which will result in a win for both transportation and the environment.
One example to move forward in a practical, timely, and realistic manner on urban transportation
issues would be for a nonpro t organization, a coalition ofnonpro t organizations, or a public-private
partnership to implement the following strategy:
-

build a coalition among groups/organizations with a vested interest in a relatively short-term
project like reducing automobile use;

°

develop a voluntary, public participation plan which identi es 3-4 positive, collective elements
the average person could do relatively easily to reduce automobile use (e.g. bike parking racks,
rental or free bikes, bike paths, telecommuting programs, rideshare programs, cashing out
parking subsidies);

°

identify one group of stakeholders per issue to prepare a detailed action plan (secure professional staff or project manager to build large cadre of volunteers so that the burden is shared);
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Table 5. A summary of recommendations on practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in the area of transportation.

PRACTICAL STEP
TO IMPLEMENT
AN ECOSYSTEM
APPROACH
Promote better

intermodal and

RESPONSIBIITY

Partnerships among
local governments,

ecosystem-based
planning (e.g. Portland,
Oregon)

municipal planning
organizations, and non-

Ensure bioregional
coordination of
transportation plans

Municipal planning

governmental
organizations
organizations;
International Joint
Commission with

OBSTACLES
AND
CHALLENGES
Reactive government;

economic inertia
(perceived losses, market
downturns); "frontier"
mentality; racism

Concern for who takes
the rst step; concern for
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academic support;

insuf cient resources;
concern for how to
institutionalize;

federal transportation

gaps (e.g. no pedestrian

state/provincial and

departments; Council

of Great Lakes

information and planning

plans)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO OVERCOME
OBSTACLES
AND MEET CHALLENGES
Initiate demonstration projects which would foster coordinated
intermodal and ecosystem-based planning and action; pass local

ordinances which would establish bike parking, accessory

apartments, comer stores, generic environmental impact statement
for mixed used space, streamlined permits for downtown; evaluate
existing successes and failures, and communicate broadly
Promote information exchanges through regional conferences and
meetings; assign responsibility for bioregional coordination to
regional planning bodies; send letter to US. Secretary of
Transportation and their Canadian counterpart asking them to
initiate bioregional coordination of transportation plans through
Council of Great Lakes Governors, International Joint
Commission, or other institutional structure

Governors
Achieve greater multi-

modal balance within
bioregions

Municipal planning
organizations and local

governments; state,

provincial, and federal
transportation
departments; transit
authorities;
transportation activists,
including the private

sector

Low priority for balance

among transportation

modes; liability
perception; institutional
biases of those who
control money

Establish track record with "early" wins (bike rental shops, cops on
bikes, bike signs, inter city express lanes for buses; remove legal
barriers for jitneys; establish more downtown crosswalks and
transit stations for pedestrians; make greater use of existing rail
and shipping modes); use Intermodal Surface Transportation
Ef ciency Act resources to overcome institutional barriers and
develop exible solutions; document and disseminate bene ts

Ensuring democratic
planning processes with
ecosystem educational
component (e.g. Toronto,
Ontario)

All levels of

government; regional
planning organizations;

professional societies;
academia

Perceived narrow
mandates; limited crosstraining of planners;

institutional barriers in
governmental
transportation and
environmental agencies

* Promote successes within Great Lakes region and across Canada
and U.S.; target planning professors (designers, architects,
transportation planners) to promote successes
* Translate Interrnodal Surface Transportation Ef ciency Act
promise of integrating transportation and the environment into
action (e.g. ensure cross-training of planners; establish regional
media event to promote projects; establish joint training between
governmental agencies responsible for transportation and agencies
responsible for the environment)
* Ensure "sense of community" designs (design livable
communities/neighborhoods, use design charettes, involve
landscape architects with community groups and local planners;
foster greater land use and transportation dialogue)

Explicitly address
ecosystem -
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transportation interface

in order to achieve

All levels of
government; regional

planning organizations

Lack of community
vision and goals;

ecosystem -

transportation interface

not recognized as a

ecosystem integrity

problem; transportation

centered around

Ensure inclusive, democratic planning process; establish broad
ecosystem vision for sustainable communities and translate into
policy and local actions; ensure harmonized economic,
environmental, and societal goals; promote broad-based education
and integrated thinking/solutions; encourage sustainable community
design as opposed to automobile centered design

automobile
Utilize economic and
market incentives to
ensure full cost
accounting on
transportation environment issues

All levels of

government;

transportation and
environment agencies

Lack of mandate;
institutional inertia (we
have always done it this
way); perception of
economic loss for

environmental gain

Implement a gas tax based on full cost accounting; implement
congestion pricing; implement full cost parking; implement
transportation demand management (e.g. employer sanctioned
telecommuting, transit passes, car pools, cash out parking
subsidies)

-

implement detailed action plan and a uni ed public relations campaign which focuses on posi
tive elements and aspects, gives people a reason to buy-in , and makes the project a broadbased, team initiative ( nd highly visible public gure or celebrity to head up the effort, network
with other groups, involve media and schools); and

-

review and celebrate progress, and proceed with follow-up based on project successes.

By focussing on a limited, speci c, reasonable agenda, the organization or coalition can: build a track
record of success; teach the public that social change can be positive, bene cial, and non-threatening;

and create a self-sustaining interest in further experiment.

Fisheries and Wildlife Management

In the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem there is a long history of successful management of sh and
wildlife. For example, the salmon and trout recreational shery has resulted in annual economic
bene ts estimated at $2-4 billion. Despite such success, a number of challenges remain. These include: achieving self-sustaining populations; restoring native species; addressing species invasions;
reducing toxic substances contamination; and rehabilitating habitat. Use of an ecosystem approach in
sh and wildlife management will require extensive linkages among different programs and sectors.
Breakout session participants came primarily from shery agencies. Therefore, the discussions
and recommended practical steps were slanted toward shery issues. However, some ofthem will also
relate to management of wildlife. Participants identi ed numerous opportunities to move forward
with an ecosystem approach to management of the Great Lakes. Table 6 presents a summary of practical steps to help implement an ecosystem approach in the area of shery management, responsibilities, potential obstacles/challenges, and recommendations to overcome obstacles and address challenges.
Breakout session participants also identi ed a number of related issues which should be addressed in
conjunction with implementing the practical steps identi ed in Table 6. These related issues include:
°

current loadings and levels of toxic substances create a con ict between consumer needs and
ecosystem-based management for some native species (6.g. rehabilitation of lake trout);

-

impacts of local habitat management on sh and wildlife populations must be considered (e.g.
sh attractors, modi cation of wetlands adjacent to contaminated sites);

°

the knowledge base must be improved to identify and monitor changes in key stressors, interrelationships, and habitat conditions, and must be improved to evaluate past management practices
and historical

sh communities;

'

scale must be considered; and

'

current toxic substance loadings and levels inhibit shery management due to exposure of some
long-lived species.
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Table 6. A summary of recommendations on practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in the area of shery management.

PRACTICAL STEP
TO IMPLEMENT AN
ECOSYSTEM
APPROACH

RESPONSIBILITY

Ensure that sh stocking
rates are determined after

State, Tribal, and
Provincial resource
management agencies,

consideration of all trophic
level interactions

through Strategic Great
Lakes Fishery

Management Plan

OBSTACLES
AND
CHALLENGES
Insuf cient information on lower trophic
level linkages to forage/top predator

production; lack of communication about
details and objectives of State and
Provincial mandates to reduce nutrient

RECOMMENDATIONS TO
OVERCOME OBSTACLES
AND MEET CHALLENGES
Conduct research in cooperation with academic

institutions on trophic level interactions;
communicate with water quality management

agencies on shery management needs relative
to nutrients and lower trophic levels

loadings
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(SGLFMP) and Great
Lakes Fishery
Commission s
(GLFC s) Lake
Committees
Fisheries managers should
identify a quantitative

range of sh community
objectives or targets with
supporting ecological

rationale

State, Tribal, and
Provincial natural
resource management
agencies,

through SGLFMP and
GLFC s Lake
Committees

Lack of human resources; values
disagreements; lack of information on
limits and tradeoffs; lack of time for
public consultation; perceived stakeholder

base is too narrow

Provide more people or more ef cient use of

current staff; provide more information and
better dialogue, better options for trade-offs;

make commitments to manpower and funds;
ensure interaction with corresponding lakewide
management plan (LAMP)

Identify and protect critical
spawning and nursery
areas to achieve selfsustaining populations
when such areas have been
determined to be limiting
those populations

Foster volunteer programs

that utilize local expertise
and interest, along with

governmental technical

assistance, in undertaking
local shery management

projects

Federal, State, Tribal,
Provincial, and

Lack of species-speci c information on
limiting factors; potential stakeholder

Perform research and monitoring to ll species-

with authority to limit

standardization of methods for
identi cation of spawning and nursery
areas for consistent application of

agreement on standard methods and protocols for
identi cation of spawning and nursery areas;
assess values of ecological functions of these

municipal agencies

damage to those areas

concerns and objections; the need for

and education for stakeholder buy-in; reach

protection measures; development

habitats to have a more solid standing in
negotiation with developers and communities

community does not value areas beyond

Federal, Tribal, State,
and Provincial natural

resource management

their market values

conducting development

Limited governmental resources;
insuf cient volunteers; low priority of
initiative

Establish or expand challenge grant programs;

agencies;

municipalities;

International Joint
Commission (IJC);
Remedial Action Plan
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(spatial and temporal)
land-use effects into the
analysis and decisionmaking for sh and
wildlife population goals
and targets

Land-use planning
agencies; State and
Provincial natural
resource management
agencies

seek out service clubs, schools groups, and

nongovernmental organizations as partners; learn
from successful experiences such as Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR)
Community Fisheries Improvement Program that

has established partnerships to undertake hands-

on sheries management projects (Ontario MNR
provides technical assistance and equipment for
eligible projects, while volunteers provide the
labor)

(RAP) groups

Incorporate cumulative

speci c data gaps; ensure public involvement

Lack of and access to information on

trends; lack of ef cient predictive
interactive modelling tools; the need for

an inventory of watershed land-use; lack

of understanding of cumulative effects
(e.g. synergistic, non-linear activities)

Foster communication and understanding of
basic ecological principles related to sh and

wildlife populations for entering into

negotiations with other sectors (make
information available through networks such as
Great Lakes Information Network, lntemet, etc.);
develo user- and manager-friendly modelling

tools that are well tested and validated; develop
geographical information system-based
watershed inventories and make available on
networks; address cumulative effects on

sh and

wildlife management in research programs

Utilize existing

institutional structures
(LAMPS, RAPs,

Federal, Tribal, State,
and Provincial agencies
and other stakeholders

Limited recognition of each other s
authority/in uence; lack of de ned
procedure for consultation between

consult other sectors when

planning groups; lack of a suf cient
communication strategy; lack of
sufficient time to support process; lack of

objectives (and vice versa);

each other s authority and in uence
(currently no basin-wide commitment to
the process)

SGLFMP) to implement

ecosystem approach;

Establish a de ned procedure for consultation

and an effective communication strategy; allow
staff adequate time for committee involvement;
establish a science-based binational forum,

neutrally facilitated

rules of engagement and recognition of

a planned action has
potential to in uence
signi cantly management

conduct State-of-the-Lake

meetings annually on each

Great Lake with follow-up
on joint management
actions

Develop funding
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commitments for longterm management (i.e.

support for cross-border

travel; commitments in

individual workplans for
interagency management;
development
of comprehensive
interagency monitoring
programs)

Federal, Tribal, State,
and Provincial agencies

Lack of cross-border involvement and
commitments to management plans

Maintain commitment to interagency programs;
develop and maintain sh community objectives;
obtain and maintain political support for crossborder involvement

lntemational
Association for Great
Lakes Research, US.
Environmental
Protection Agency
(EPA), Environment
Canada, States, Tribes,
Provinces, legislators

Low priority; limited interest; scientists
oblivious to policy information needs and

Improve programs to

Federal, Tribal, State,
and Provincial

Lack of funds to implement existing non-

spread of non-indigenous

agencies; Coast Guards

Develop and update sh
and wildlife management
plans within the limits of
current and potential
conditions, recognizing

Tribal, State, and
Provincial sh and
wildlife agencies

In communicating the sh
and wildlife management
needs to other sectors, put
sh and wildlife in the

Improve communication
among scientists, resource

managers/policy makers,
and elected of cials (e.g.
Adopt a Politician) in

order to instill a sound
understanding of

ecosystem concepts with
those passing legislation

impede the introduction or

species

policy makers oblivious to science s

capabilities to support decision-making

indigenous species plans; lack of
international cooperation/integration; lack

of focus and priority-setting

Lack of current habitat inventories and

lack of knowledge on interactions with

Establish a special session at the annual
conference of the lntemational Association for
Great Lakes Research to encourage
communication among scientists, resource
mangers/policy makers,and elected of cials;
sponsor annual state-of-the-ecosystem event for
elected of cials; encourage greater participation
by local of cials in local projects
Shift resource priorities in the short-term to
support implementation of existing nonindigenous species plans; develop enforcement
capabilities and support for them

Update inventories; ensure current assessments
of other sectoral interactions impacting sh and
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economy, land-use, etc.

wildlife communities; exchange information on
trends

Senior managers in
Federal, Tribal, State,
and Provincial resource
management agencies;
GLFC; IJC

Need for a clear message; low priority
because of resource limitations

Foster dialogue among Great Lakes Fishery

Tribal, State, and
Provincial sh and

Low priority; limited resources; concern
for precision and accuracy of data and

Identify watersheds where programs have been
successful and encourage application elsewhere;
sponsor training sessions to transfer knowledge
and information from successful programs

trends (habitat, economics,
land-use, ecology)

context of system function

Commission, lntemational Joint Commission,
and the binational State-of-the-Lakes Ecosystem
Conferences

and requirements

Solicit and consider

knowledge and

information from local
stakeholders and interest

groups (e.g. angler diaries,
bird census, commercial
harvest, etc.)

wildlife agencies

information

Develop uniform sh and
wildlife consumption
advisories on a
basin-wide scale

US. EPA and Health
Canada in cooperation
with State and
Provincial health

agencies and basin

wide interest groups;
Council of Great Lakes
Governors

In the development of
management plans for

edible sh, relate size of

sh harvested to
contaminant body burdens
by species to reduce

human exposure (this
should be done in context
of sh population and
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community dynamics)

Tribal, State, and
Provincial natural
resource and health
agencies

Differences in State and Provincial

regulations and methodologies;
differences in US. Food and Drug

Sponsor binational forum with follow-up actions
to consider uniform methodologies in developing
advisories

Administration (commercial catch) and
US. Environmental Protection Agency
(sport catch) consumption advisories

This practical step may be incompatible

Use foodweb models to help target optimum

it would not be feasible if contaminant

toxic inputs by incorporating the signi cance of

with where the available surplus harvest
yield currentlyis in the foodweb;
levels in sh are high at all size classes

harvest with minimum exposure to contaminants;
maintain negotiations and programs to reduce
sh contamination into environmental agency s
rationale

The Great Lakes Fishery Commission (GLFC) has recognized the substantial role of institutional

arrangements and stakeholder partnerships in implementing an ecosystem approach in Great Lakes

managment and addressing the issues and practical steps presented above. Speci cally, the Great
Lakes Fishery Commission (1992) encourages:
the delivery of complementary programs focussed upon achievement of Fish Community Objectives
as adopted by the Lake Committees for each Great Lake through: leadership from the Lake Committees, coordination of sh management programs, development of coordinated programs for research,
integration of sea lamprey and sh management programs, recognition of Fish Community Objectives

by environmental agencies as they implement their programs, and strengthened and broadened part
nerships among sh management agencies and non-agency stakeholders.

One possible mechanism for moving forward on strengthening institutional arrangements and broadening partnerships for ecosystem-based management might be to combine the program efforts of US.

Environmental Protection Agency and Environment Canada on the biennial State-of the-Lakes Eco-

system Conference with the program efforts of the Strategic Great Lakes Fishery Management Plan.
This cooperative initiative could be facilitated jointly by the Great Lakes Fishery Commission (GLFC)
and the International Joint Commission (IJC). Such a cooperative initiative could help establish for-

mal linkages and accountability for management of interrelated issues like the Strategic Great Lakes

Fishery Mangement Plan (SGLFMP), lakewide management plans (LAMPs), and remedial action
plans (RAPs) necessary to achieve ecosystem-based management and help implement some of the
practical steps identi ed in Table 6.

Habitat Management

Breakout session participants agreed that one of the major challenges in the area of habitat management is that habitat has no home (i.e. physical habitat often falls through the cracks and does not

receive adequate attention in traditionally separate water quality management and sh and wildlife

management programs). To address this challenge there must be a concerted effort to ensure that
habitat is an integral part of community master plans. Critical components of a process to ensure that
habitat is incorporated into community master plans include:
-

compile habitat inventory;

0

develop public participation;

°

form intergovernmental coordinating committee; and

°

develop public/governmental partnership in plan development.

Options to be considered in plan development include:
-

no action alternative (no development can result in habitat preservation, however, it can also

translate into an economic loss for communities, depending upon the situation, by passing up
an opportunity to modify hardened shorelines and enhance habitat);
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-

fully engineered alternative (construction of breakwalls and marinas is viewed as a win for
development, yet a loss for habitat because such construction is often limited in or devoid of
sinuosity or habitat value); and

-

soft engineering alternative (ensures a win for development through marina construction or
other development and a win for habitat by achieving sinuosity of shorelines and modi cation
of structures to enhance habitat).

Breakout session participants suggested that higher priority should be given to soft engineering alternatives to achieve win win outcomes for habitat and economic development, and so as not to preclude future options.
From a strategic perspective, greater emphasis needs to be placed on piggy backing habitat protection and rehabilitation on other local and regional planning and development initiatives. For example, communities can capitalize on the opportunity of waterfront redevelopment to ensure that habitat
gets incorporated into master plans. Effective communication and strong partnerships will be essential to achieve this. Although a systematic and comprehensive process of habitat conservation, reha
bilitation, and restoration will be a long-term endeavor, considerable opportunities exist to move foreward
with short-term actions which will benefit habitat and other issues (e.g. land use, economy, agriculture, recreation). Table 7 presents a summary ofrecommended practical steps to implement an ecosys
tem approach in the area of habitat management. These practical steps should be Viewed as both
strategic efforts that will ensure a comprehensive and systematic approach, and practical, short-term
actions which will result in habitat conservation, rehabilitation, and restoration. Such practical steps,

if implemented, will help address the recommendation of Environment Canada and US. Environmen
tal Protection Agency to improve implementation ofhabitat-related laws, policies, and programs, and
ensure a strategic approach to habitat protection and restoration, making use of all levels of partnerships (Dodge and Kavetsky 1994).

Economic Development for Sustainability
Historically, economic development has neglected environmental factors. Today, virtually all seetors in society acknowledge the linkages and mutual dependencies between environment and economy,
and the need for environmentally sustainable economic development.
To achieve sustainability we must develop an ecological economics that goes well beyond the
conventional disciplines of ecology and economics to a truly integrative synthesis (Costanza 1991).
Costanza (1992) de nes sustainability as a relationship between dynamic human economic systems
and larger dynamic, but normally slower-changing, ecological systems in which: 1) human life can
continue indefinitely; 2) human individuals can ourish; 3) human cultures can develop; but in which
4) the effects of human activities remain within bounds, so as not to destroy the diversity, complexity,
and lnction of the ecological life-support system.

Herman Daly, senior economist for the World Bank, has called for operationalizing sustainability
through use of a set of accounting rules for calculating rates of return on projects. For renewable
resources, Daly (1991) suggests that:
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Table 7

A summary of recommendations on practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in the area of habitat management.

PRACTICAL STEP
TO IMPLEMENT AN
ECOSYSTEM
APPROACH
For purposes of data

management and

communication, establish a
"clearing house" and data
management system; speci c

actions include: identify
existing information

management systems;
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determine needs of existing
and potential users; and
develop a vision, strategy,
and actions through a

RESPONSIBIITY

OBSTACLES AND
CHALLENGES

RECOMMENDATIONS TO OVERCOME
OBSTACLES
AND MEET CHALLENGES

Lead organizations could
include: lntemational Joint
Commission. Great Lakes
Commission, Great Lakes
Fishery Commission, a

Acceptance of leadership role
by one or more entities; the
need to inventory and describe
existing information
managment systems and those

The International Joint Commission (or alternatively one
of the other entities named earlier) should be requested

consortium of federal,

under development;

provincial, and state
agencies, or the Nature
Conservancy

plan; and suf cient funding
and staff support for

partnership effort

Incorporate habitat
protection into master land-

use plans, zoning ordinances,
regional plans, watershed
master plans, etc., thus
increasing habitat protection
efforts by alerting

stakeholders to the presence
of habitat worthy of
protection

determination of information
mangement needs of existing
and potential users;
development and acceptance of
a vision, strategy, and action

implementation

Lead agency charged with
preparing the plan (local,
regional, or county
planning commission;
state, provincial, or

federal agency responsible
for land-water resources in
watershed)

Cost of undertaking habitat
inventory; perception that
habitat protection: has an
adverse economic impact on
landowners or local economy,

is currently re ected in plans

and zoning, or is not important
in some areas ("plenty of
natural areas")

to:

* identify and describe existing information
management systems in the basin;
* determine the information management needs of
existing and potential users;
* conduct a forum to develop a vision, strategy, and
speci c actions through a partnership effort; and
* seek the appropriate buy in and support, and then
market the need and value of the endeavor.
Use naturalist club, local knowledge, or other resources

to prepare habitat inventory; quantify economic impact
of setting aside habitat (use cost-bene t models to test

alternative plans); update all plans with new information
to ensure habitat protection is adequately addressed;
review future goals of the planning unit, demonstrate
the impacts various levels of development have on
habitat, and ensure habitat protection and rehabilitation
is adequately addressed

Seek permanent protection

of critical habitat of
ecological signi cance

(wetlands, oodplains, etc.)
by: purchasing habitat and
placing appropriate perpetual
restrictions on the property;
purchasing development
rights to restrict

inappropriate development;

utilizing conservation
easements on lands to
protect habitat values;

providing tax incentives
and/or breaks for protection

Partnerships need to be
developed among: federal,
state, and provincial
agencies (to utilize funds
and provide incentives),
counties-regionsmunicipalities (to utilize

bond issues and land ll
royalties, purchase

development rights), and

land trust organizations (to
provide volunteers and
hold third party

easements) to pool
resources and move

Securing adequate funding;
developing an institutional

structure which is exible

enough to respond to land
protection opportunities; lack
of political will; lack of
understanding of the value of
preserving habitat; in Canada,

nongovernmental organizations
are not allowed to hold
easements; tax laws often

discourage donation of
properties
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interested parties; 4)

US. Army Corps of
Engineers (designs with
limits); federal-stateprovincial agencies (assure
environmental
friendliness); federal-stateprovincial wildlife
agencies (assure maximum
wildlife bene ts); public

explores options, including

meets community needs)

ensuring public participation;
3) forming committee of

developing a plan that

soft engineering to restore
and enhance habitats

organizations (assure plan

sprawl and habitat destruction; initiate master plan,

perhaps on a state-wide and province-wide level, to
identify critical resources and show the level of
permanent resource protection which should occur;
develop an appropriate institutional framework (perhaps
a separate authority needs to be created which would
not be overburdened with legislative requirements);
develop criteria for which types of habitats are to be
protected along with a priority ranking system;
encourage corporations to donate lands for conservation;
increase use of eminent domain/tax incentives for
property acquisition; legislative reform to remove

barriers to property donation

forward

Take a regional-community
wide planning perspective
(greater emphasis on aquatic
habitat by: l) compiling
inventory of shorelines and
biotic communities; 2)

Undertake an educational program to document that
purchasing land and restricting development, even if
using new tax money, is cheaper than allowing urban

Money; incompatible
objectives; apathy of public
and governmental agencies

Explore maximum number of funding sources and
liaison with state, provincial, and federal politicians;
communicate early on in the process before objectives
are "engraved in stone" (priority should be placed on
education); communicate importance and bene ts
clearly and forcefully through broad-based education

Establish citizen stewardship

program where people are
trained to help inventory
habitat, talk to landowners
about habitat values and
provide advice on protection
and enhancement, talk to

agency people about habitat

Watershed councils,
conservation
organizations, or
nongovernmental
environmental group, with

Funding; working relationships
with experts to train people
and guide the program

Support from municipalities and agencies; associations
working with university and/or government scientists

In times of shrinking state and
provincial budgets, the climate
for new environmental
legislation is not good; in lieu

Use experience in six New England states and Southern
Ontario (e.g. in Hamilton, Ontario it is called the
Environmentally Sensitive Areas Impact Evaluation
Group) with existing programs to develop model
legislation for introduction in states and provinces
without such programs; explore non-legislative options
for creating councils; hold a workshop and have council
members of existing programs exchange ideas/case
histories with individuals and groups interested in
starting councils in their communities

support from government
agencies

enhancement on lands which
they manage
Create environmental

management councils
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(county level) and
conservation advisory
councils (township level) to
focus on habitat issues at the
local level (model the
programs after existing ones
in New York and six New
England states, and
Ecological and
Environmental Advisory
Councils in Southern
Ontario)

Encourage education of

professionals via workshops,

training, etc.; establish interagency planning meetings to

identify common ground and

objectives; ensure ongoing

project development and
review process

Introduce legislation at
state level authorizing
creation of councils; state
and local governments
should match a small
amount of funds for
council operations;
councils serve in an
advisory capacity to local
governments on
environment and habitat
issues

Potentially a basin
commission could act as a

lead; probably best
achieved through multi
agency or stakeholder

board or commission

of legislation, councils could

start without authorization and
operate informally

Money; time; personnel;

traditional role/mission
con icts

Encourage stewardship ideal at landowner/landholder
developer and agency levels

Encourage landowner

contact program to protect
private land with signi cant
habitat by providing
educational materials to
landowners; voluntary
stewardship agreements are
used to protect property

Municipalities with
responsibilities for land use
development must make

better use of community

volunteers with expertise,
skills, and information;
Naturalist Clubs can provide
knowledge, skill, expertise,
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and high quality data, and
can act as catalysts to attract
other partners, including
governments and foundations

Resistance from some

Local nature clubs in
partnership with planning
agencies (e.g. the
Hamilton Naturalist Club

Lack of availability of
Naturalist Clubs with skills
and drive; willingness of
government to share control of
projects; building relationships
and trust among partners;
using data collected by
Naturalist Clubs haphazardly;
attracting new, younger, more
active members to Naturalist
Clubs

Local groups must be given more responsibiity by
governments and must be empowered to accomplish
speci c projects; build trust between local groups and
governments by joint involvement in projects (true
partnerships); attract more "birders" to the process of
protection and rehabilitation of habitat; place greater
emphasis on training of volunteers; design standardized
data collection forms for "birders" and formalize data
collection practices

Low priority; limited funding;

Establish multi-disciplinary teams early on in a project;
quantify full ecological bene ts expected from each
project; perform adequate assessment and monitoring to
evaluate effectiveness; disseminate broadly all
information on effectiveness and bene ts

conducted a $250,000

inventory of natural areas
in Hamilton-Wentworth; a
multi-stakeholder steering
committee coordinated the
effort; funds were
provided by numerous
partners (one municipality
provided $70,000)

structures (e.g. breakwalls,

US. Army Corps of
Engineers and Canada
Department of Public

bene ts of incidental habitat

with other federal, state,

Ensure that all construction
and maintenance projects for

piers) address secondary

True partnerships between nongovernmental
organizations and governments (e.g. Hamilton Harbour
Watershed Stewardship Program; Bay Area Restoration
Council initiates contact with landowner and Hamilton
Region Conservation Authority provides technical
expertise and logistical and program support);

In Ontario, this program
was begun by University
of Guelph and later taken
up by government
agencies; recently the
establishment of nongovemment land trusts
have proven effective

Works, in cooperation

and provincial agencies,
and other stakeholders

landowners; lack of trust;

limited funding of nongovernmental organizations;
moving from voluntary
stewardship agreements to

more formal arrangements

governments must provide seed money to

nongovernmental organizations to help run these

programs

slowing down project
implementation; broadening
the required disciplinary
expertise on project teams

-

the offtake from the renewable resource that is being exploited should not be greater than the

-

the harvest rates should be within the capacity for regeneration of the resource; and

-

waste emission rates should be within the capacity of the local ecosystem to absorb and assimilate within natural bio-geochemical cycles.

sustainable yield de ned by ecologists;

For nonrenewable resources, he suggests that:
-

waste emission rates should be within the capacity of the local ecosystem to absorb and assimi
late within natural bio geochemical cycles; and

-

part of the net revenue from the project should be set aside and reinvested in a long term renew
able substitute so that as you deplete a nonrenewable resource you simultaneously build up a
renewable resource (i.e. by the time you have depleted the nonrenewable resource you have built
up the renewable substitute to a level such that its sustainable yield will be equal to the amount
that you were consuming out of nonrenewable receipts each year).

Sustainability does not imply a static economy (Costanza 1992). Economic growth, which is an
increase in quantity, cannot be sustainable inde nitely on a nite planet. Economic development,
which is an improvement in the quality of life without necessarily causing an increase in the quantity
of resources consumed, may be sustainable. Sustainable growth is an impossibility. Sustainable development must become our primary, long-term goal (Costanza 1992).
Breakout session participants felt that the current challenge is how to achieve environmentally
sustainable economic development in a practical and meaningful way. Breakout session participants
recognized the dif culty and enormity of this task, however, they felt that certain short-term actions
could be taken to help link explicitly environment and economy, and to address win-win outcomes.
Table 8 presents some practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in the area of environmen
tally sustainable economic development, responsibilities for action, obstacles/challenges, and recommendations to overcome obstacles and meet challenges. These practical steps are not comprehensive,
but represent short-term actions which could have animmediate impact. For example, governments,
in consultation with industry, business, and other stakeholders, need to develop and make greater use
of economic or market-based instruments as incentives to use natural resources more ef ciently and
make it economically disadvantageous to generate waste. The market is more likely toproduce the
desired environmental behavior, especially from small dispersed pollution sources, more rapidly than
the slower process of developing command-and-control regulations.
Environmentally sustainable economic development is best understood as a dynamic process of
continuous improvement in which the allocation of resources, the direction of investments, the orien-

tation oftechnology, the form of laws and institutions, and the mechanisms for decision-making at all
levels are shaped not only to meet the needs of the present, but to protect the ability of future generations to meet their own needs within the capacity of natural systems. To accomplish that, we must
open dialogue, link explicity environment and economy in decision-making processes, and assess and
measure progress (see process framework presented in Figure 2).
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Table 8. A summary of recommendations on practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in the area of economic development
for sustainability.

PRACTICAL STEP
TO IMPLEMENT
AN ECOSYSTEM
APPROACH
Ensure that full costs and
bene ts are assessed for

each project in the

RESPONSIBILITY

Project proponent
within well-developed
guidelines and with
multi-stakeholder input

watershed or bioregion,

with explicit

consideration of natural

OBSTACLES
AND
CHALLENGES
No mandate or

requirement; time
constraints, lack of
adequate tools and

RECOMMENDATIONS TO OVERCOME
OBSTACLES
AND MEET CHALLENGES
Re-evaluate cost-bene t framework; improve existing and develop

new valuation tools and techniques (considering natural capital and
intrinsic values); apply immediately to all public works projects;
amend all environmental legislation to address explicitly full costs

techniques; limited
resources; falling into

and bene ts of projects; redirect existing economic capabilities

"more research" trap

develop tools and techniques that are focussed on action planning

Time constraints; lack of
requirement or mandate;
lack or resources;

Set target date for establishment of institutional partnership; pool
resources and use volunteers; amend Provincial legislation and State
Water Quality Management Plans to empower institutional
structures within watersheds or bioregions; collect and analyze

within agencies with respect to guidelines; ensure "proponent pays";

capital and intrinsic
values
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Establish the watershed or
bioregion as the primary
unit for Visioning,
planning, and
management for

environmentallysustainable economic
development

Canada: Conservation
Authorities with local

and regional
municipalities

United States:
watershed councils

with county drain

commissioners, local

planning agencies, and
resource conservation
districts

political boundaries;

limited information base;

availability of synthesis
tools

economic, environmental, and societal data on watershed scale

(prioritize data gathering); prioritize actions within the watershed;
establish geographical information system capability at

watershed/bioregion level; establish locally-based roundtables on
sustainable development; perform state-of-the-environment and
economy reporting at the watershed level

Ensure that "best

management plan"
manuals and guidance
documents incorporate

States and Provinces
with multi-stakeholder
input

Dif culty in assessing
bene ts (limited tools
and techniques); slow
process; know-how not
there in many cases

Encourage sharing of success stories (e.g. Chesapeake Bay); perform
post-project evaluation of effectiveness (such quantitative
information on effectiveness can provide compelling rationale for
action elsewhere); place higher priority on development of adequate
tools and techniques (will have to redirect resources); encourage
establishment of coalitions to move foreward

All levels of
government

Lack of priority; lack of

Governments should establish broad policy to purchase and use
"green" products and services; educate public on value of using
"green" products and services; develop procurement protocol that
considers environmental and economic costs; educate purchasing
and procurement agents; perform environmental management audits

economic and noneconomic bene ts and
costs for affected parties
(e.g. farmers, landowners,
developers)
Governments should
demonstrate

environmental leadership
by fostering demand for
"green" products and

cost of paper, gasoline,
etc.); pressure from
industry to maintain
status quo and
competitiveness

services
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Governments should
make greater use of
economic instruments to
achieve "win-win"
solutions for environment
and economy (e.g.

tradable permits, product
charges, ef uent fees,
user fees)

full cost pricing (true

All levels of

government

Politically unpopular;
perception of "licence to
pollute"; primary

emphasis on end-of-pipe,
command-and-control

solutions; lack of public

awareness of long-term

bene ts (e.g. fee

structures);
uncompetitiveness

Focus government instruments toward prevention (e.g. gas tax, tax
incentive); more focussed public education on the value, bene ts,
and effectiveness of economic instruments; greater emphasis on

education of senior government managers and elected of cials;

establish programs which encourage development of "green"
technologies for global competitiveness

Human Resource Development and Education

Education is key to the long-term change in the way people understand and value local and global
ecosystems. However, education needs to go beyond the classroom to help relate individual activities
with local ecosystems in order to develop a stewardship ethic and a sense of responsibility for local
ecosystems. Formal and informal learning experiences provide citizens with the knowledge, skills,
and commitment to participate in and support ecosystem restoration and protection efforts (Great
Lakes Educators Advisory Council 1993).
Ecosystem-based education must be viewed as a process. Such a process must nurture multiple
perspectives to a given ecosystem. The nurturing process must get all sectors of society involved in
de ning perspectives, goals, and actions. To be successful, ecosystem-based education must be based
on a personal sense of place that is linked to watershed concepts and bioregionalism.
Breakout session participants rst addressed the question of What practical steps can be taken to
help achieve a stewardship ethic throughout society? Participants felt that a strong stewardship ethic
throughout society is essential to implement fully an ecosystem approach in watersheds and bioregions.
Table 9 presents activities and examples of their practical application for use of an ecosystem approach to develop a stewardship ethic. Such strategic process activities must be evaluated routinely

and follow-up performed in order to ensure progress toward a stewardship ethic. In addition, a number
of barriers to achieving a stewardship ethic exist which must be addressed in order to be successful.
Potential barriers and recommendations to overcoming them are presented in Table 10.

Table 9. Activities and examples of their practical application for use of an ecosystem approach
to develop a stewardship ethic.

ACTIVITY

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION

Strategic analysis
of messages

* Understand stewardship ethics as a process, not a product
* Make education inclusive in content and process
* Understand connections within an ecosystem
* Promote humility, understand delicateness/fragility
* De ne desired end product (What should paradigm shift look like?)
* Offer a vision of what can be achieved
* Demonstrate a trust in the vision
* Demonstrate payoffs, show "what s in it for me to achieve a
stewardship ethic"
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Strategic analysis
of audiencelandscape

* Recognize social-economic restraints when trying to achieve a
stewardship ethic
* People need to assess their own lifestyles
* Understand history and present system in order to recognize barriers
and necessary changes
* Use present issues (i.e. gender issues to illustrate limitations of
current ways of thinking)
* Reach out to unconverted and apathetic
* Target and identify the converted to work with as partners
* Introduce ecosystem education in all organizations (i.e. business,
schools, nance, government)
* Focus on youth by affecting curriculum

Strategic
development of
shared actions empower
partnerships

* Decentralize
* Empower local decision making to create ownership
* Provide opportunities to participate in decision-making in actions
that affect the environment
* Encourage action ask people to take action
* Develop partnerships with others
* Empower (train) trainers and outreach people
* Build fun into process
* Build on successes; build on strengths

Strategic
development of
shared actions sample techniques
and tools

* Give funding for stewardship projects; give recognition or
incentives for stewardship
* Generate and distribute information (e.g. provide a lay-person s
de nition of "stewardship ethic" and "ecosystem approach"
* Introduce interdisciplinary curricula/cross-curricula in schools
* Employ multi-media techniques
* Promote active learning/role modelling (peer taught and reinforced)
* Ensure public consultation

Create
appropriate
communications

* In early phases of the process, tie key phrases to sense of place and
grassroots local"ness"
* Involve societal partners (e.g. utilities, banks, service organizations,
etc.) in disseminating materials
* Avoid mass media until end of process
* Recognize the time it will take to achieve ecosystem thinking and
understand the risk of trying to shift the paradigm

out of the above
activities as an
alternative to

status quo
Evaluation and
follow-up

*
*
*
*
*

Develop ecosystem approach to evaluation
Evaluate in realistic time frame using realistic criteria
Involve stakeholders in own evaluation
Celebrate successes
Acknowledge involvement
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Table 10. Recommendations to address obstacles/barriers to achieving a stewardship ethic
throughout society.
RECOMMENDATION TO
OVERCOME OBSTACLE/BARRIER

OBSTACLE/BARRIER
Stewardship ethic as a "product"orientation

Change to "process" orientation

Treating value as an "end product"

"Valuing" as a process

Not enough money or personnel

Re-prioritization of budgets, be
creative, develop partnerships, "work
smarter"

Being human centered

Move to geo-centered approach
by: 1) education, create larger
perspectives, develop values and
attitudes; 2) change lifestyles and

barriers (legislation, nancial
incentives, etc.)

Jurisdictional gridlock; apathy; cultural inertia;
self interest and turf ghting; power and control;

lack of training and expertise; don t value

learning (we just try to acquire necessary
information); short-term focus (looking for quick
results); complexity of issues and
interconnectedness; duplication and lack of
coordination; lack of leadership in a facilitative

Strengthen environmental values;
increase ecosystem understanding;
focus on strategic removal of barriers
preventing ecosystem behaviors;
develop human resources in key

decision making positions

way

Next breakout session participants addressed the question of What practical steps can be taken to

develop the human resources in all sectoral planning and management initiatives to better understand
and use an ecosystem approach? This relates to ve key audiences: federal, provincial, and state
agencies; local governments; businesses; formal education systems; and special interest groups and
environmental shareholders. A strategy that targets federal, provincial, and state agencies is presented

in Table 11. This strategy addresses both internal (education and human resource development) and
external (how decision-makers can use an ecosystem approach to establish a stewardship ethic among
stakeholders) needs. Selected examples of activities identi ed by other breakout sessions which will
help foster use of an ecosystem approach in sectoral planning and management initiatives are presented in Table 12.
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Table l 1. Internal and external activities for federal, state, and provincial agencies to better understand and use an ecosystem approach.
EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION

ACTIVITY
and human resource

development

***********

Internal: education

Empower employees/agencies to develop sensitivity to ecosystem approach
Using model, train existing employees to use ecosystem approach
Bring outside experts (credibility) to help staff implement model

Hire new staff with sensitivity/training in ecosystem approach
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Work with universities to establish new career direction
Provide mentoring opportunities
Reinforce ecosystem ethic with "buddy systems" that cross program areas
Encourage joint projects with shareholders
Utilize team building activities tied to environment
Encourage joint outdoor activities between agencies and stakeholders
Conduct binational workshops on ecosystem approach to gain better understanding of frameworks, approaches, and cultural
differences
* Hold internal training workshops that allow employees to express what they already know, discover own biases, and learn
from others and self about systemic barriers to ecosystem approach; use this process to empower key internal people who will

in turn lead the education/outreach activities within the organization to gain senior management endorsement

External: how
decision-makers can

* Provide simple, clear, interesting, and accessible information (written materials, audio-visual materials, theater, displays)

approach to establish
a stewardship ethic
among stakeholders

etc.)
* Serve as a network facilitator/coordinator (establish an information clearinghouse, identify facilitators and resource persons,

use an ecosystem

* Provide training on: "big picture" ecosystem approach; speci cs of economic development, pollutant sources, habitat, etc.
* Conduct meaningful public participation (create roundtables, advisory groups, town hall forums, problem solving workshops,

link success stories, help people get resources, set up and run a computerized mailing list and bulletin board)
* Build stewardship programs (support existing programs, provide guidance and expertise, provide watershed umbrella
organization)

* Reach out effectively through media (celebrate successes)

* Support formal education programs (speakers bureau, teach the teachers, work with universities, establish internship

programs, link school programs to decision-makers)

Table 12. Examples of activities identi ed by other breakout sessions which will help foster use of
an ecosystem approach in sectoral planning and management initiatives.
BREAKOUT SESSION

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH ACTIVITIES

Land-use Flaming
Within a Watershed

Encourage adopt a stream programs; encourage schoolyard
naturalization projects as educational tools; establish
partnerships to help create political will; educate agency
employees; involve municipal level staff; use outside experts for
education; make planning process accessible; ensure planning
that addresses community concerns; give away the "core
message", sell the "peripheral stuff

Point Source Pollution

Provide opportunity for public to be involved in process;
provide information in an accessible form

Transportation

Share success stories; use university resources more effectively;
make ecosystem education mandatory; try environmental
gimmicks

Fisheries and Wildlife
Management

Foster volunteer groups; agency staff serve as speakers in
classrooms; education of shareholders; use expertise/input from
anglers and resource users

Habitat Management

Educate landowners, landholders, landscape architects,
permitters, trust authorities; promote public/agency partnerships;
encourage "adopt-a stream" programs; encourage volunteer
monitoring by wildlife groups; establish environmental advisory
councils; create a habitat clearinghouse

Economic Development
for Sustainability

Disseminate and celebrate successes; foster change in societal
values; teach that economy requires environment; use "green
products

The key message is to achieve ecosystem communication and education by involving stakeholders.
No one can have all the answers. Answers and solutions will arise from a cooperative learning enter
prise. Cooperative learning can be described as common learning that involves stakeholders working
in teams to accomplish a common goal, under conditions that involve both positive interdependence
(all stakeholders cooperate to complete a task) and individual and group accountability (each stakeholder
is accountable for the complete nal outcome). Such cooperative learning is essential to achieve the
paradigm shift necessary to implement fully an ecosystem approach within society and to rehabilitate
and preserve ecosystems for future generations (Milbraith 1989).
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SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

An ecosystem approach is not a new concept, however, its application in management is. An
ecosystem approach is both a way of doing things and a way of thinking. Crombie (1992) has identi

ed the following themes inherent in an ecosystem approach:

an ecosystem as home (i.e. humans are part of ecosystems, not separate from them; it is the

difference between house that is viewed as external and detached, and home where people
see themselves in even when not there);

everything is connected to everything else (i.e. the interconnectedness of all ecosystem components, including society, economy, and environment);
sustainability (i.e. a commitment to environmentally-sustainable economic development);
understanding places (i.e. the more people understand the bioregion in which they live, the more
they will perceive it as home and the more they will harmonize their decision-making accord
ingly); and
integrating processes (i.e. integrating economic decision-making with environmental decision
making).
Adopting an ecosystem approach means undertaking holistic planning, research, and management of
the Great Lakes Basin. In regulatory and resource management agencies, adopting an ecosystem
approach has initiated a shift from a narrow perspective of managing a single environmental medium
(e.g. water, air) or a single resource (e.g. sh, trees) to a broader perspective that focuses on managing
human uses and abuses of watersheds or bioregions, and that addresses all environmental media and
resources in a comprehensive and systematic fashion.
Historically, the dominant environmental management philosophy has been command-and-control
regulation at the end of the pipe or stack. This approach has resulted in substantial reductions in
pollutant loadings and improvements in the environment over the last 20 years. However, as the cost
of further reductions in point source loadings increases, the relative importance of nonpoint source
loadings increases, and the need for multi-media, comprehensive, environmental management increases,
greater emphasis is being placed on cooperative approaches to management which stress incentives
and education. Proponents of this shift from a command-and-control, regulatory approach to a cooperative, ecosystem based approach argue that, although regulatory activities are still important, education and incentives are now more important in achieving further reductions in loadings and improvements

in the environment. Education and cooperative learning are fundamental to the success of this coop-

erative, ecosystem-based approach. Figure 3 depicts this shift from the historical, command-andcontrol, regulatory approach (i.e. the traditional approach to management) to a cooperative,

multi-stakeholder approach through common learning and use of incentives (i.e. ecosystem approach
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Figure 3. A comparison between the traditional, command-and-control, regulatory approach and an
ecosystem approach that emphasizes cooperative, multi-stakeholder partnerships through
common learning and use of incentives.
A: TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO MANAGEMENT

COMMAND AND-CONTROL,
REGULATORY APPROACH

COOPERATIVE, MULTIVSTAKEHOLDER
APPROACH THROUGH COMMON LEARNING
AND USE OF INCENTIVES

B: ECOSYSTEM APPROACH TO MANAGEMENT
COMMAND-AND-CONTROL,
REGULATORY APPROACH

COOPERATIVE, MULTI-STAKEHOLDER
APPROACH THROUGH COMMON LEARNING
AND USE OF INCENTIVES
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to management). In general, the width of the trapezoid scale depicts relative effectiveness in improv
ing ecosystems. For example, Figure 3a depicts that the traditional approach to management histori
cally had the greatest impact on improving ecosystems. However, Figure 3b depicts that an ecosystem
approach to management will have the greatest impact on improving ecosystems in the future (e.g. a
cooperative, multi-stakeholder approach to controlling further nonpoint source loadings, and to pre-

serving and rehabilitating habitats, will be more effective in improving ecosystems). The underlying
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assumption is that most people will change their behavior and do the right thing if presented with
convincing information in an appropriate educational context (Behm 1994).

The basic intent of ecosystem-based management is similar to watershed management. What comprehensive watershed planning and management and ecosystem based management are trying to accomplish is to comprehensively address contaminant (e.g. point and nonpoint sources, contaminated
sediment remediation), physical (e.g. ow augmentation, streambank stabilization, physical habitat
modi cation), and biological (e.g. stocking/harvesting, wetland restoration and enhancement, food
web manipulation) management alternatives that will achieve locally-based, ecosystem goals (Freed52

man et al. 1994). Such site-speci c, ecosystem goals are established based on ecosystem characteristics, public needs, and scienti c, regulatory, and resource management input.
Resource problems are not environmental problems in a sense, but human problems created under

a variety ofpolitical, social, and economic conditions. It is important to emphasize that implementing
an ecosystem approach is a process. The process framework presented in Figure 2 is based on adap

tive planning and management that recognizes the uncertainties and imperfect knowledge of the interrelationships and interdependencies of economy, society, and environment. Adaptive planning and
management is an iterative decision making process based on trial, monitoring, and feedback. The
framework includes all stakeholder groups in de ning a vision and goals at the beginning of the plan
ning process. This adaptive planning process emphasizes the need for leadership, commitment to a
long-term vision and goals, acceptance of a set of principles to guide the decision-making process,
agreement on shared decision-making, and emphasis on continuous improvement. Human resource
development and education are essential components from beginning to end.
For governmental managers, another way of helping implement an ecosystem approach at the prac
tical working level of Great Lakes management is to view the process as a set of key action steps.
Table 13 presents a checklist of process actions to help implement an ecosystem approach at the practical, working level of environmental and resource management. Such a checklist can help govemmental managers guide local efforts to implement an ecosystem approach or may serve as a starting
point in developing a better approach.
Some people have argued that an ecosystem approach provides an excuse to consider everything
and solve nothing. Because the ecosystem approach calls for accounting for the interrelationships
among air, water, land, and all living things, and calls for integrating societal, economic, and environ-

mental concerns, there may be a tendency to focus attention too broadly and not focus speci cally on
obvious, high priority, environmental problems. It must be remembered that an ecosystem approach is
a tool to help comprehensively and systematically address root causes of environmental problems. In
the Great Lakes remedial action plan (RAP) program, clarity of focus is being provided by the 14 use
impairments identi ed in Annex 2 of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. These 14 use impairments are being used to help reach agreement on problem de nition and reach agreement on quantitative targets and indicators for restoring uses (see Appendix 2 for examples). Such quantitative targets
or indicators for restoring uses are being used to drive the RAP process, help stakeholders and organizations pursue a common mission ofrestoring uses, and help achieve greater accountability (Hartig et
al. 1994b). Agreement on quantitative targets and indicators for restoring uses also helps achieve a

clear, practical focus for use of an ecosystem approach in the RAP process, and helps establish meas-

urable benchmarks to help maintain focus and measure progress.

Considerable emphasis is being placed on management of places, instead of simply managing
programs. US. Environmental Protection Agency refers to this as place-based environmental
management (i.e. the work of agencies and organizations should be driven by ecological, economic,
and social needs of communities and ecosystems; Perciasepe et a1. 1994). Critical success factors for
place based environmental management include:
0

government activities being driven by the issues faced by particular ecosystems and the economies founded upon them;
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Table 13. A checklist of process actions to implement an ecosystem approach at the practical,
working level of environmental and resource management.

YES

PROCESS ACTION (S)
Adopt watershed/bioregion as primary unit for management
Develop partnership agreement or other mechanism for

cooperative, multi-stakeholder management and ensure
commitment of leaders

Identify and empower an "umbrella" watershed organization

for coordination
Develop long-term vision (eg. 3 20 yr), goals, and
quantitative targets for "desired future state" of ecosystem
Reach agreement on a set of principles to guide multistakeholder, decision-making process
Ensure all planning processes in watershed acknowledge
vision, goals, quantitative targets, and principles

Establish geographical information system (GIS) and
decision support system capability in watershed organization
Compile data and information for input into GIS and ensure
strong commitment to research and monitoring to
understand ecosystem and ll knowledge and data gaps
Set priorities that target major causes of ecosystem health
risks, evaluate remedial and preventive options, implement
preferred actions, and monitor effectiveness in an iterative
fashion (i.e. adaptive management)
Ensure full costs and bene ts (i.e. economic, societal,
environmental) are assessed for each project in watershed

Consolidate capital budgets and pool resources, as
necessary, to move high priority projects forward

Create the framework and conditions for private sector
involvement and capitalize on its enterprise, initiative,
creativity, and capability for investment

Utilize market forces and economic incentives to achieve

ecosystem objectives
Commit to public state-of-the-environment and economy
reporting every 2-5 years to measure and celebrate
ecosystem progress, and to measure stakeholder satisfaction
Ensure commitment to broad-based, ecosystem education

and human resource development throughout process
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NO

COMMENTS

'

results measured in terms of restoration and protection of ecosystem integrity, which includes
health of humans and other species;

-

use of an ecosystem approach which requires coordinated, integrated action by federal, state,
tribal, and local agencies, between government and private enterprises, and, most importantly,
between government and the people for whom services are being provided; and

-

availability of quality data and information on the resources to be protected for local empower-

ment that moves communities to action.

Such national emphasis will undoubtedly provide greater impetus to implement an ecosystem ap-

proach within local watersheds and bioregions.

Ecosystem-based education will be critical to the success of ecosystem-based management processes. No one has all the answers. Everyone will be learning their way out (Milbraith 1989). The
process ofcooperative learning must ensure respect for different perspectives, while striving for agree
ment on common goals and actions. Like place-based environmental management , ecosystembased educational processes must be founded on a sense of place that is linked to watershed concepts
and bioregionalism.
Within the process of implementing an ecosystem approach there is a need to initiate short-term
actions while undertakinglong-term planning. Holling (1978) described this process as adaptive management where priorities are set, actions are implemented, and monitoring of effectiveness is performed in an iterative fashion for continuous improvement. This workshop entitled Practical Steps to
Implement an Ecosystem Approach in Great Lakes Management attempted to synthesize the knowledge ofpractical application ofan ecosystem approach at the working level ofGreat Lakes managment.
Although the process of full implementation of an ecosystem approach is a long-term endeavor, there
are numerous opportunities to move forward with actions that: account for environmental, economic,
and societal interrelationships; help achieve ecosystem-based goals and objectives; and achieve win-

win or at least win-no loss outcomes. A summary of selected examples of practical steps to imple

ment an ecosystem approach in the eight different sectors corresponding to the eight workshop breakout
sessions is presented in Table 14. Such practical steps should not be Viewed as being comprehensive.
They represent practical advice on operationalizing an ecosystem approach at the working level of
Great Lakes management. The key point is that there are numerous practical steps that can be taken
immediately to help achieve ecosystem-based management.
This report has attempted to compile and synthesize practical advice on implementing an ecosystem approach at the practical, working level ofGreat Lakes management. Continued emphasis should
be placed on learning from different experiences in implementing an ecosystem approach. The 43

locally-designed ecosystem approaches being used in Great Lakes remedial action plans and the lakespeci c ecosystem approaches being used in lakewide mangement plans serve as laboratories for
practical application of ecosystem approach theory. Cooperative learning from these and other exam
ples is essential to realize the Canada United States commitment to use of an ecosystem approach in
restoring and maintaining the physical, chemical, and biological integrity of the Great Lakes Basin
Ecosystem (United States and Canada 1987).
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Table 14. Selected examples of practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in eight different sectors corresponding to the
workshop breakout sessions.
Practical

Sector

Land-Use Planning
Within a Watershed

Develop partnership
agreement for watershed
planning and management

Identify and empower an
"umbrella" watershed
organization for coordination

Step (5)
Compile inventory of
ecosystem features and
incorporate into geographical
information system for

Develop policies and
ordinances to preserve and
enhance ecosystem features

decision-making

Point Source
Pollution

Perform internal full cost

accounting on all products,

processes, and services

Ensure multi-media
assessment of loadings and
impacts

Establish multi-media
permitting for facilities

Incorporate Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) into all
regulatory and incentive-

based initiatives to control
point sources

Provide ecological
assessments to landowners for

Use ecological inventory to
prioritize nonpoint source
control actions throughout the
watershed

Develop whole farm plans to
reduce nonpoint source
pollution, enhance habitat,
maintain hydrology, and
enhance economic viability

Fisheries and
Wildlife
Management

Ensure that fish stocking rates
are determined after

Identify and protect critical

Incorporate cumulative
(spatial and temporal) landuse effects into analysis and
decision-making for fish and
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Nonpoint Source
Pollution

protection and enhancement
of unique ecological features

consideration of all trophic
level interactions

spawning and nursery areas

to achieve self-sustaining
populations

wildlife goals and targets

Develop and implement an

illicit connection program for
sewer systems in urban areas

When communicating fish

and wildlife management

needs to other sectors, ensure
that sh and wildlife are put

in the context of function

and requirements of the

system

Table 14 (continued). Selected examples of practical steps to implement an ecosystem approach in eight different sectors
corresponding to the workshop breakout sessions.
Practical

Sector
Habitat

Incorporate habitat protection
into master, land-use, and

watershed plans, zoning
ordinances, etc.

Step (5)

Seek permanent protection of

Establish citizen stewardship
program to help inventory
habitat and work with
landowners and agency
people to enhance habitat

Ensure that all construction
and maintenance projects for
structures (e.g. breakwalls,
piers) address secondary
bene ts of incidental habitat

ecologically signi cant
habitats by purchasing land,
establishing easements, etc.
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Transportation

Ensure democratic
transportation planning
processes with ecosystem
education component

Achieve greater multi-modal
balance within bioregions

Ensure bioregional
coordination of transportation
plans

Utilize economic and market
incentives to ensure full cost
accounting in transportation
planning

Economic
Development for
Sustainability

Establish watershed as unit
for Visioning, planning, and
management for
environmentally-sustainable
economic development

Ensure full costs and bene ts
are assessed for each project
in watershed

Ensure best management plan
manuals incorporate
economic and non-economic

Governments should make
greater use of economic
instruments to achieve winwin solutions for
environment and economy

Human Resource

Perform strategic analysis of

Development and
Education

audience

Ensure strategic development
of shared actions, with
appropriate communications,
evaluation, and follow-up

ecosystem messages and

bene ts and costs for affected
parties

Ensure adequate education
and human resource

development on practical

application of an ecosystem
approach within governments

Use governmental outreach
programs to show how an
ecosystem approach can be
used to establish a
stewardship ethic among
stakeholders
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APPENDIX 2
Use impairments, listing and delisting guidelines
for Great Lakes Areas of Concern,
and examples of quantitative objectives and targets
for use restoration (Hartig et al. 1994b).
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USE
IMPAIRMENT
Restrictions on

sh and

wildlife consumption

m 4::

LISTING AND DELISTING GUIDELINES

EXAMPLE OF QUANTITATIVE
OBJECTIVE/TARGET FOR USE RESTORATION

Listing Guideline: When contaminant levels in sh or wildlife
populations exceed current standards, objectives or guidelines, or
public health advisories are in effect for human consumption of sh
or wildlife.

Over 159,000 kg of PCBs reside in Kalamazoo River (Michigan) sediments and have
resulted in contamination of the shery. Two levels of cleanup standards apply:

Delisting Guideline: When contaminant levels in sh and wildlife
populations do not exceed current standards, objectives or guidelines,
and no public health advisories are in effect for human consumption
of sh or wildlife.

a short-term target based on the US. Food and Drug Administration Action Level of 2
mg/kg PCBs in the edible portion of sh; and
a long-term target of 0.05 mg/kg PCBs in sh tissue established to protect human health
through Rule 57 of Michigan Water Quality Standards (Waggoner and Creal 1992).

* Contaminant levels in sh andwildlife must be due to contaminant
input from watershed.

Tainting of sh and
wildlife avor
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Degraded sh and
wildlife populations

sh exposure under low

ow and subsequent

Listing Guideline: When ambient water quality standards, objectives,
or guidelines, for the anthropogenic substance(s) known to cause
tainting, are being exceeded or survey results have identi ed tainting
of sh or wildlife avor.

In Spanish River (Ontario), 72 hour in situ

Delisting Guideline: When survey results con rm no tainting of sh
or wildlife avor.

signi cantly different (95% con dence) from chance of guessing odd sample. Based on this
approach, a sensory panel could not distinguish tainting in sh exposedto mill ef uent.

Listing Guideline: When sh and wildlife management programs
have identi ed degraded sh or wildlife populations due to a cause

In Hamilton Harbor (Lake Ontario), the overall objective is to shift from a

within the watershed.

In addition, this use will be considered

impaired when relevant, eld validated, sh or wildlife bioassays
with appropriate quality assurance/quality controls con rm
signi cant toxicity from water column or sediment contaminants.
Delisting Guideline: When environmental conditions support healthy,
self-sustaining communities of desired sh and wildlife at
predetermined levels of abundance that would be expected from the
amount and quality of suitable physical, chemical and biological
habitat present. An effort must be made to ensure that sh and
wildlife objectives for Areas of Concern are consistent with Great
Lakes ecosystem objectives and Great Lakes Fishery Commission
sh community goals. Further, in the absence of community
structure data, this use will be considered restored when

sh and

wildlife bioassays con rm no signi cant toxicity from water column
or sediment contaminants.

sensory evaluation were used to re-evaluate sh tainting due to mill effluent (upstream
control site and downstream ef uent plume). A triangle test (three samples to each of
eleven panelists; two samples the same and one different) was used to determine a
difference (Jardine and Bowman 1992).

The number of correct responses must not be

sh community

indicative of eutrophy, to a self-sustaining community indicative of mesotrophy.

Quantitative shery targets include (Hamilton Harbour Remedial Action Plan Writing Team

1992):

200-250 kg/ha total biomass of sh in littoral habitats;
40-60 kg/ha piscivore biomass in littoral habitats;

70 100 kg/ha specialist biomass in littoral habitats;
30-90 kg/ha generalist biomass in littoral habitats;
native piscivores representing 20-25% of total biomass;
80-90% native species; and

a species richness of 6-7 species per survey transect.

Fish tumors or other
deformities

Listing Guideline: When the incidence rates of fish tumors or other
deformities exceed rates at unimpacted control sites or when survey
data con rm the presence of neoplastic or preneoplastic liver tumors
in bullheads or suckers.
Delisting Guideline: When the incidence rates of sh tumors or other
deformities do not exceed rates at unimpacted control sites and when
survey data con rm the absence of neoplastic or preneoplastic liver
tumors in bullheads or suckers.

Bird or animal
deformities or
reproductive problems

In the Black River (Ohio), PAH contamination is known to cause sh tumors. Based on
standardized sh survey techniques, two targets apply: no neoplastic liver tumors in a
minimum sample of 25 brown bullhead (_>_ two years old); and the incidence rate of skin and
lip tumors must be less than the incidence rate at a control site. 150 control site and 130
contaminated site sh would be needed to verify a 5% difference (2% vs 7%;
con dence)(Bauman 1992).

95%

Listing Guideline: When wildlife survey data con rm the presence
of deformities (e.g. cross-bill syndrome) or other reproductive
problems (e.g. egg-shell thinning) in sentinel wildlife species.

In the Fox River and Green Bay (Wisconsin), historical discharges from the world s largest

Delisting Guideline: When the incidence rates of deformities (eg.
cross-bill syndrome) or reproductive problems (e.g. egg-shell
thinning) in sentinel wildlife species do not exceed background
levels in inland control populations.

aquatic food chains. A 1983 study of two colonies of Forster s tern. showed reproductive
success of a lower Green Bay colony to be signi cantly impaired when compared to a

concentration of pulp and paper mills are believed to be the primary source of 30,000 kg of
PCBs that reside in river'sediments downstream of Lake Winnebago and up to 15,000 kg of
PCBs in Green Bay.

Studies have demonstrated avian exposure to contaminants through

relatively clean reference colony on Lake Poygan, upstream from industrial activities on the
Fox River. Based on the 1983 study and an additional study in 1988, reproductive success

was de ned as: a hatching rate of 90% based on mean hatchability of the 1983 reference
colony at Lake Poygan (Kubiak et al. 1989) and mean hatchability of 155 populations of
113 avian species (Koenig 1982); a mean edging rate of between 1.0 chick/pair judged
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necessary to sustain the Forster s tern population (Trick 1982) and 1.55 chicks/pair measured

at the 1983 reference colony; an average incubation time of 23 days; and a normal growth

rate of chicks (body weight and length ofwing, tarsus, bill and head) based on 1988 data for
chicks known to have successfully edged from the Green Bay colony (Harris et al. 1993).

Degradation of benthos

Listing Guideline: When benthic macroinvertebrate community

structure signi cantly diverges from unimpacted control sites of
comparable physical and chemical characteristics. In addition, this
use will be considered impaired when toxicity (as de ned by
relevant,
eld-validated, bioassays with appropriate quality
assurance/quality controls) of sediment-associated contaminants at a
site is signi cantly higher than controls.
Delisting Guideline: When benthic macroinvertebrate community

structure does not signi cantly diverge from unimpacted control sites
of comparable physical and chemical characteristics. Further, in the
absence of community structure data, this use will be considered
restored when toxicity of sediment-associated contaminants is not

signi cantly higher than controls.

In Canada, site-speci c guidelines for benthos are being established from a reference site
data base (i.e. biological attributes and environmental variables) using multivariate
techniques, such as cluster and ordination analysis (Reynoldson and Zarull 1993). Reference
site benthic communities are grouped using cluster analysis. The site environmental

variables, which are not affected or minimally affected by anthropogenic activity, are then
used as predictors to group the sites into the appropriate biological clusters. The benthic

community structure and the same nine environmental variables (depth, N03, silt, aluminum,
calcium, loss on ignition, alkalinity, sodium, pH) are measured at the test sites. Using the

environmental predictors and the discriminant model (derived from the reference site data
base), each site is assigned to a biological cluster. The benthic invertebrate data are then
similarly analyzed. 1f the site in the Area of Concern lies outside the reference site cluster,
then that site is judged to be impaired. In the Great Lakes, 335 sites have been sampled and

the multivariate "model" developed from this data base correctly predicts benthic
invertebrate communities with 90% accuracy (Reynoldson et al. 1995). In addition, acute

and chronic measures of"toxicity" (including growth and reproduction) performed at these
same sites provide measures of background performance for the appropriate, indigenous
organisms that are to be used in assessing sediment toxicity (see below).

Restrictions on dredging
activities

Listing Guideline: When contaminants in sediments exceed

standards, criteria, or guidelines such that there are restrictions on

dredging or disposal activities.

Delisting Guideline: When contaminants in sediments do not
exceed standards, criteria, or guidelines such that there are

restrictions on dredging or disposal activities.

Great Lakes dredging guidelines were developed to provide protection against the short
and long-term impacts associated with the disposal of dredged sediments. These
guidelines employ bulk chemistry measurements for a few parameters that are assessed
using either water quality equivalent standards or background concentration classi cations
(Zarull and Reynoldson 1992; NC 1982). More recently, the Ontario Ministry of
Environment and Energy has released a biologically-based, sediment contaminant
concentration guidelines for use in assessing bottom sediments in Areas of Concern and
for use in assessing dredged material disposal. These chemical concentration guidelines
are also supported through the use of site-specific bioassays (OMOE 1992).
In many areas outside the Great Lakes, the Sediment Quality Triad Approach (i.e.
chemistry, benthos community structure, and bioassays) is being used to assess sediment
problems and recommend remedial actions (Chapman 1990). A similar method has been
recommended for use in the Great Lakes (IJC 1987, 1988; Zarull and Reynoldson 1992).

Endpoints for benthos community structure are being established as described above, using

reference sites throughout the nearshore Great Lakes. Sediment bioassays, an essential

adjunct, provide con rmation that sediment is the source of the impact, rather than the
water column or other factors, which are integrated by the benthos. As with community

structure, a reference site (bioassay) data base has been established (Reynoldson et al.
1995). Examples of quantitative endpoints for standard sediment bioassays performed at

"clean" sites (based on the value at the 5th percentile on the normal distribution curve

below whichtoxicity is indicated) include:
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Chironomus riparius 10-day bioassay: 68% survival in all sediments and growth of 0.22
mg dry weight per individual;

Hexagenia limbata 21-day bioassay: 84% survival in all sediments, growth of 0.38 mg dry

weight per individual in unfed organisms and growth of 0.58 mg dry weight in fed
organisms;

Hyallella azteca 28-day bioassay: 75% survival and growth of 0.22 mg dry weight in all
sediments; and
Tubifex tubifex 28-day bioassay: 24 cocoons and 21 young per adult in unfed and 31
cocoons or 35 young per adult in fed.
If the community criteria (CC) and the bioassay criteria (BC) are met, then open water

disposal of sediment is acceptable. If neither CC nor BC are met, then confinement and/or
treatment are necessary. If CC are not met, but all BC are, then open water disposal is
possible since community problem is not likely sediment related. If CC are not met, but
some BC are, then open water disposal is dependent upon the degree of acceptable risk. If
CC are met, but some BC are not, then a careful reassessment of methods/procedures is
required (this could also be a result of a highly adapted indigenous community).

Eutrophication of

undesirable algae

Listing Guideline: When there are persistent water quality problems
(eg. dissolved oxygen depletion of bottom waters. nuisance algal
blooms or accumulation. decreased water clarity. etc.) attributed to

cultural eutrophication.

In Saginaw Bay. Lake Huron, modelling phosphorous loading-phosphorous concentrationthreshold odor value relationships has led to establishment of a 15 mg/L total phosphorous
(TP) concentration for the inner bay (Bierman et al. 1983). The TP loading target is 440
tonnes/yr. which will result in threshold odor values < 3 and a T? concentration of 15 mg/L.

Delisting guideline: When there are no persistent water quality

In Green Bay. Lake Michigan, regression analysis has been used to model the relationships

problems
(e.g. dissolved oxygen depletion of bottom waters.
nuisance algal blooms or accumulation. decreased water clarity. etc.)
attributed to cultural eutrophication.

among TP loading. TP concentration. total suspended solids, chlorophyll g, and water
clarity. Based on a 0.7 m Secchi depth (summer average) necessary to restore submerged

aquatic vegetation (McAllister I991). trophic state objectives were established as follows: 90
ug/L summer average TP, 25 ug/L summer average chlorophyll g, and IO mg/L total
suspended solids. These values correspond to an annual TP load of about 350 tonnes/yr, or
a 50% reduction in current loading (WDNR I993).

Restrictions on drinking
water consumption or
taste or odor problems

Listing Guideline: When treated drinking water supplies are
impacted to the extent that: l) densities ot disease causing organisms
or concentrations of hazardous/toxic chemicals or radioactive
substances exceed human health standards, objectives or guidelines;
2) taste and odor problems are present; or 3) treatment needed to
make raw water suitable for drinking is beyond the standard
treatment used in comparable portions of the Great Lakes which are
not degraded (i.e. settling. coagulation, disinfection).
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Delisting Guideline: For treated drinking water supplies: I) when

densities of disease causing organisms or concentrations of
hazardous/toxic chemicals or radioactive substances do not exceed
human health standards, objectives orguidelines; 2) when taste and
odor problems are absent; and 3) when treatment needed to make
raw water suitable for drinking does not exceed standard treatment

as defined above.

Beach closings

Listing Guideline: When waters, which are commonly used for total
body-contact or partial body-contact recreation, exceed standards,
objectives. or guidelines for such use.

Delisting guideline: When waters, which are commonly used for
total body-contact or partial body-contact recreation, do not exceed

standards, objectives, or guidelines for such use.

In the Maumee River Area of Concern in southwestern Lake Erie, nitrate levels have
increased above 10 mg/L during spring and fall in some municipal water supplies. When
this occurs. drinking water consumption warnings are issued because elevated levels of
nitrate have been found to be harmful to certain groups of people (e.g. excessive nitrate
causes methemoglobinemia in infants). Drinking water consumption warnings are removed
by the municipalities when nitrate levels fall below 10 mg/L for two consecutive days based
on standardized sampling and analytical techniques.
In Saginaw Bay, Lake Huron, taste and odor problems associated with blue-green algae have
been identi ed in the municipal water supplies. Threshold odor is quantitatively measured
and ranked on a scale from one to ten based on the dilution necessary to ensure that taste
and odor are bearly detectable, with a value of three being the US Public Health Service
Threshold Standard (Bierman et al. 1983). Threshold odor is measured daily and biweekly
averages are calculated to determine compliance with the US. Public Health Service

Standard of three,

Along the Metropolitan Toronto Waterfront (Lake Ontario), numerous beaches are posted

unsafe for swimming as a result of high bacterial counts from storrnwater runoff and
combined sewer over ows.

Escherichia

i/IOO ml.

The Ontario Ministry Health Standard is 100 colonies

Beaches are considered safe for swimming when the daily

geometric mean of a minimum of ve samples collected from different sites within the
beach area is less than 100 colonies/100 m1 based on standardized sampling protocols
(Ontario Ministry of Health 1992).

In Wisconsin, both narrative and numerical standards are set for public swimming beaches.
Waters must be free of chemical substances capable of creating toxic reactions or irritations
to skin/membranes, must achieve numerical bacterial standards, and must achieve a 4 m
Secchi Disc water clarity standard for safety reasons (Wisconsin Adm. Rule H88 171).

Degradation of aesthetics

Listing Guideline: When any substance in water produces a
persistent objectionable deposit, unnatural color or turbidity, or
unnatural odor (e.g. oil slick, surface scum).

Delisting Guideline: When the waters are devoid of any substance
which produces a persistent objectionable deposit, unnatural color or
turbidity, or unnatural odor (e.g. oil slick, surface scum).
Added costs to
agriculture or industry

In New York, narrative standards for suspended sediment and color are set at "none" that
would adversely affect the waters for their best use (New York State 1991). For turbidity,
the standard is no incre e that would cause a visible contrast from natural conditions and,

for oil and oating substances, it is no residue that would be visible. If conditions are
attributable to unnatural causes and sources, New York ambient water quality standards are
used to establish reduction targets in order to make a determination. Examples of
quantitative targets that have been established for dischargers causing such conditions
include: 3.0 mg/L for suspended solids; and 15 mg/L for oil and oating substances.

Listing Guideline: When there are additional costs required to treat
the water prior to use for agricultural purposes (i.e. including but not
limited to, livestock watering, irrigation and crop-spraying) or
industrial purposes (i.e. intended for commercial or industrial
applications and noncontact food processing).

In the St. Clair River Area of Concern, "added costs to agriculture or industry" has been

Delisting Guideline: When there are no additional costs required to
treat the water prior to use for agricultural or industrial purposes (as

when there are no added costs to treat the water prior to use in industrial or agricultural
processes.

identi ed as an impaired bene cial use. Food processing industries in Ontario and a salt
processes facility in Michigan had to temporarily shut down their intakes due to upstream
spills in 1990 and 1989, respectively (Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Michigan
Department of Natural Resources 1991). In both instances, added costs to these industries
were approximately $2,000/hour during the spill events.

This use is considered restored

de ned above).

Degradation of
phytoplankton and
zooplankton populations

Listing Guideline: When phytoplankton or zooplankton community
structure signi cantly diverges from unimpacted control sites of
comparable physical and chemical characteristics. In addition, this
use will be considered impaired when relevant,

eld-validated,
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phytoplankton or zooplankton bioassays (e.g. Ceriodaphnia; algal
fractionation bioassays) with appropriate quality assurance/quality
controls con rm toxicity in ambient waters.

Delisting Guideline: When phytoplankton or zooplankton community
structure does not signi cantly diverge from unimpacted control sites
of comparable physical and chemical characteristics. Further, in the

Limited attempts have been made to quantify objectives based on zooplankton and
phytoplankton community structure due to the expensive and time-consuming nature of
plankton enumeration and quanti cation. Bioassay endpoints are more frequently used.
Degraded zooplankton populations were identi ed as an impaired use in the Cuyahoga River
due to chronic toxicity of ambient waters below the Akron Wastewater Treatment Plant.

Toxicity was measured by the seven-day, three brood Ceriodaphnia test. Ceriodaphnia are

easily cultured, found in the Great Lakes, sensitive to toxic substances, and have a short
Based on standard Ceriodaphnia bioassay protocols (IJC 1987),
maturation time.

zooplankton populations were considered not impaired when there was no signi cant
difference in survival and number of young per female relative to controls (P <0.05).

absence of community structure data, this use is considered restored

when plankton bioassays con rm no toxicity in ambient waters.

Loss of sh and wildlife
habitat

Listing Guideline: When sh and wildlife management goals have
not been met as a result of loss of sh and wildlife habitat due to a
perturbation in the physical, chemical or biological integrity of the
Boundary Waters, including wetlands.

Delisting Guideline: When the amount of physical, chemical and
biological habitat required to meet sh and wildlife management
goals has been achieved and protected.

Approximately 80% of the wetlands in Hamilton Harbour, Lake Ontario have beenlost to

development. The water use goal for the shery is "that water quality and sh habitat
should be improved to permit an edible, naturally-reproducing shery for warmwater
species, and water and habitat conditions in Hamilton Harbour should not limit natural
reproduction and the edibility of cold water species." This water use goal has been
translated into the following targets for sh habitat (Hamilton Harbour Remedial Action
Plan Writing Team 1992): increase the quantity of emergent and submergent aquatic plants
in the Hamilton Harbor, Cootes Paradise, Grindstone Creek Delta, and Grindstone Creek
Marshes to approximately 500 ha in accordance with the Fish and Wildlife Habitat
Restoration Project; rehabilitate 344 ha of littoral sh habitat; rehabilitate 39 ha of pike
spawning marsh and nursery habitat; provide additional 10 km of littoral shore by creating 5
km of narrow islands; and achieve water clarity as measured by Secchi Disc during the
summer season of 3.0 m in the harbor and 1.0 m in Cootes Paradise and Grindstone Creek.
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